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TlJRE HAD DONE MUCH f"OR ·H.IM AND HIS Ml ND WITH HlGHl.Y· tMPROVED BY 
EDUCATtoN; AND, WlTH~L,, HE WAS A MAN OF DEEP P fE'tY, AND ONe:· OF THE 
SWEETEST S fNGERS J EVER HEARD. HE HAD BEEN WE:LL T.RAt,N~ tN ALL · 
THE PECULIARIT.IES OF METHODfSM. HE WAS SOON APPOlNTED Ct.:ASS 
LEADER; AND, INDIRECTLY, HAD CHARGE OF ALL THE CLASSES BELONG-
rNG TO THE socrE.TY· HE TOOK ME UNDER HIS SPECIAL CARE. AND TOOK 
GREAT PAINS TO PUT MY MIND UNDER PROPER TRAINING. DURING THE FIRsr 
WINTER OF HIS RESIDENCE NEAR NEWCASTLE I SPENT MOST OF MY TfME IN 
HIS SHOP: HE WAS MY PERCEPTOR, AND I WAS A WILLING STUDENT. THE 
WINTER SOON PASSED OFF, SPRING CAME ON, AND I WAS COMPELLED TO GO 
r0 WORK TO MAKE AN HONEST LIVING. I WAS ENGAGED lN BUILDlNG.BRfCK 
H·OUS-ES; LABORED HARD THROUGH THE DA.Y, AND STUDIED IN THE EVEN-
f-NG. 
DURING ALL OF THIS TIME MY MIND WAS PAINFULLY EXERCISED 
ON THE SUBJECT OF PREACHING ■ MR.PARKER, AND MANY OTHERS, URGED ME 
CONTINUALLY TO "TAKE UP THE CROSS", SOMETIMES COAXING, AND SOME-
TIMES TELLING ME THE FEARFUL CONSEQUENCES IF I CONTINUED TO RESIST 
THE HOLY SPIRIT. Bur I ENDEAVORED TO TURN A DEAr EAR TO ALL 
THEIR ENTREATIES. SOMETIMES, WHEN PARKER CROWDED ME HARD I WOULD .. 
. RETALfATE AND ASK HIM: t1'NHV DO 'YOU NOT PREACH YOURSELF? · , KNOW YOU 
C'AN PREACH, AND I KNOW I CANNOT. 11 To THAT QUESTION HE NEVER GAVE 
ME ANY ANSWER, BUT WOULD TURN AWAY AND LEAVE ME. AMIDST ALL OF 
MY TRIALS. I WAS ·VERY ATTENTIVE TO SECRET PRAYER, READING THE HOLY iB 
.SCRIPTURES ANE GOING TO.MEETING. · I RARELY MtS.SEO _ijv. CLASS MEE.TJN.G~ - . ' · 
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JERKS, ALTHOUGH HAD HEARD MUCH ABOUT IT A Fc:N MONTHS PREVIOUS. 
' 
IT PREVAILED TO A GREAT EXTENT, ON , EVERY PART OF' TtflS CIRCUIT, BUT 
WAS MORE COMMON A.MONG THE PRESBVTEIH:ANS ntAN ANY OTHER PEOPL~. 
IT WAS; 'HOWEVER, NO RESPECTOR OF PERSONS. SOME OF" ALL DENOMINATf6'NS 
AND ALL CLASSES IN SOCIETY, BECAME I TS SUBJECTS. r WI LL GI VE A 
F'EW INSTANCES: 
A REV.MR.DUKE A PRESBYTERIAN CLERGYMAN OF GOOD STANDING, 
HAVING CHAR6E OF A CONGREGATION IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD ON JONESBORO WAS 
'· 
THE- FIRST MAN OF EMINENCE IN THIS REGION, THAT CAME UNDER ITS rNFLU-
ENCE. IT ALARMED H.IS FAMILY AND C0N8REGATION. 
-
THE AFFEDTION WOULD 
OFTEN SEIZE HIM IN THE PULPIT WITH SO MUCH. SEVERITY THAT A SPEDTATOR 
MIGHT FEAR IT WOULD BREAK HIS NECK AND DISLOCATE HtS JOI.NTS. HE 
WOULD LAUGH IMMODERATELY, STAND AND HALLOO AT THE TOP Of' HIS VOICE 
FINALLY LEAP FROM THE PULPIT AND RUN TO THE WOODS, SCREAMING LIKE A 
CRAZY MAN. WHEN THE EXERCISE WAS OVER, HE WOULD RETURN TO THE 
CHURCH AS RATIONAL AND AS CALM AS EVER. SOMETIMES, AT HOTELS, IT 
WOULD VISIT PERSONS AND CAUE THEM IN THE VERY ACT OF RAISING THE 
GLASS. TO THEIR LIPS, TO JERK AND THROW THE LIQUOR TO THE CEILING--
TO THE MERR IMENT OF SOME AND THE ALARM OF OTHERS ■ I HAVE OFTEN 
--
SEEN LADIES TAKE IT AT THE BREAK-FAST TABLE AS THEY WERE POURING TEA 
OR COFFEE. THEY WOULD THROW THE WHOLE UP TOWARD THE CEILING, AND 
SOMETIMES BREAK BOTH CUP AND SAUCER. THEY WOULD THEN LEAVE THE TA-
sLE IN GREAT HASTE, THEIR LONG SUITS OF BRAltDED BAIR HANGING DOWN 
THE.IR BACKS, AT TIMES, dRACKING LIKE A\ Wf:fi.lP. FOR A·. T·'fME IT :WAS THE 
. ,. ..,. . :, ... ,, ·,: ,., · , :'..,, ... , .. ', , ",;;·;,J.;<:;d : :_ .,_, ·; .;.;! 'J)"r 
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TOOK THEfR LtVES. 
A YOUNG GENTLEMAN, FOR INSTANCE, SOME YEARS BEFORE THE 
JERKS AND BEFORE HIS CONVERStON, HAD BEEN A DANCING M~STER• HE 
JOtNED THE CONFERENCE AND WAS STATIONED QN THIS CtRCUIT• WHEN HE CAM: 
oN THE JERKS WERE AT THEIR HEIGHT. HE SAlD IT WAS THE WORK Of THE 
DEV IL AND · HE WAS DETERMINED TO PREACH IT OUT OF THE METHOD I ST 
CHURCH. HE COMMENCED THE WORK WITH GREAT ZEAL AND HIGH EXPECTA-
rlONS; BUT BEFORE HE HAD GONE ONCE ROUND, HE TOOK THE JERKS - -OR 
THEY TOOK HIM. WHEN EVER HE BEGAN HE HOULD SAY, u AH YES; 0 NO• u 
AT EVERY JERK HE BEGAN TO USE HIS HANDS AND ARMS AS IF HE WERE PLAYlf\G 
THE I: IDDLE. ONE MORNl~G, BEING SEIZED AS HE WAS GOING TO HIS AP -, 
pOINTMENT HE LET GO HIS BRIDLE, AND THE HORSE RAN OFF TILL HE CAME 
yO A GATE• THE RIDER DlSMOUNTED, LAYING HOLD OF THE YARD PALINGS TO 
STEADY HIMSELF; BUT, NOT BEING SECURELY FASTENED, THE PALINGS GAVE*• 
WAY. THE LADY OF THE HOUSE CAME TO THE DOOR TO SEE WHAT WAS THE MAT -
TER. THIS MORTIFIED HIM, lllOR'€. HE ATTEMPTED TO HlDE HIMSELF BY 
RUNNING INTO THE ORCHARD,. HIS LONG GOWN-TAIL FLYING IN THE WIND. 
THIS ATTRACTED THE ATTENTION OF SOME HOUNDS LYING IN THE YARD 
AND THEY TOOK AFTER HIM• BEING AFRAID OF DOGS HE TURNED AND WENT 
INTO THE HOUSE; THEN, RUNNING UPSTAIRS, HE JUMPED INTO BED AND LAY 
THERE TILL THE FIT WAS OVER" HIS PROUD HEART WOULD NOT SUBMIT; AND THE 
DISEASE, AS HE CALLED IT, GREW WORSE AND WORSE• HE GAVE UP THE 
CI.RCUIT AND RETIRED; AND HIS SUN WBNT DOWN UNDER A CLOUD. POOR 
~AN~ . L LO~ED H, M• THE EN~H~s, ~ST_\ ~ PART :o~ 
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Tr-n: WISE ONES Or THE DAV, SUCH AS 1NILLlAM M•KENDREE .· 
. . . . - . . . . . . . . . 1 · ~ - ,; . • 1 ·~· •. • 
AND ·_Tf-f~MAS WlLKINSON, SAi:& BUT LITTLE ABOUT IT; BUT PREACHED, 
EXHORTED AND PRAYED: AS THOUGH IT WAS NOT IN THE COUNTRY • . 
J ATTENDED A CAMP MEET r NG AT CARTER' s STAT Jo~, AT 
WHICH ABOUT TEN THOUSAND PEOPLE ATTENDED. A LONG CONTROVERSY HAD . 
BEEN GOING ON BETWEEN THE PRESBYTERIANS METGODISTS. THE PRESBYTERIANS . 
USED TO SAY SOME BITTER THINGS ABOUT THEIR METHODIST NEIGHBORS, _ CALL■ · 
1NG THEM HYPOCRITES, AND SAYING THEY COULD REFRAIN FROM SHOUtlNG 
IF THEY WOULD• Tt:IEY WERE THE AR I STOCRACY, AND WE THE POOR PEOPLE. 
ON MONDAY MORNING I PREACHED• I WAS PRECEDED BY THE VENERABLE VAN PEtT 
WHO, H'AVfNG PREACHED A SHORT AND PITHY SE'RMON, SAT DOWN ,WITH THE 
CONGREGATION BATHED IN TEARS. THERE WAS NO APPEARANCE OF JERKS. f 
TOOK THE STAND LIKE MOST OF MEN WHO KNOW BUT LITTLE AND FEAR NOTH • 
ING, - AND UNDERTOOK TO ACCOUNT FOR THE JERKS. THE PREACHERS BEHIND 
ME LOOKED AS IF THEY WERE ALARMED, THE AUDIENCE SEEMED ASTONISHED 
~T THE YOUNG MAN• I VIEWED IT AS A JUDGMENT ON THE WICKED COMMUNI · 
TY. THIS LED ME TO TAKE A COMPENDIOUS VIEW OF NATIONS, TO SHOW THAT 
Goo's PROVIDENCE WAS JUST, AS WELL AS MERCIFUL" THOUGH HE BORE LONG, 
HIS JUDGMENTS WERE SURE TO COME. 
P 173. 
F oR THE FIRST r I ME I sAw Re:v •DAv ur You NG. He: wAs TALL AND ELE -
GANTLY BUILT, WITH LONG YELLOW HAIR HANGING OVER HIS SHOULDERS, A HIGH 
FOR EHEAD, AND COMMANDING COUNTENANCE• ANYONE, WELL SKILLED IN PHRENOD-
oGV, WOULD HAVE KNOWN THAT SUCH A FINE FORM CONTAINED A N.OBLE SOUL. 
MY BELOVED FR.IE:ND, S.PARKER, OCCUPIED AN ENVIABLE PO-S<i,l;T ION 1-N THIS .'. ·,.·· 
' ~ ~~} -,,;..,_f I > • ~ ' ! I ,~ ,I ' •/1 I • ' t ' ' \,I/ 
CONFERENCE.' :' Ttns 1WAS ~ EMPH~T I cAi:.°t. v '· C~Ll~ THE G~:,tf~-~.~j;t;f~l c0.~.~/t \V:t{)it 
.· .. ' . . . .• \ ·.: f '~~ . . I •• • --, X ,, '··, 
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. //,:I-,_,.. . . 
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,r :> - --WER~: :o'AYS Of THE R fGHT::~HA~D OF' OUR GREAT.'1 REDEEMER :- rN.' TH ;/::;,,;(,'. 
,:_ :/';.· , . . . . :.:•" . -!,~<~-- -·· . . . ' . -:-i .. ·,·, 
WESTERN VALLEY. 
P. r98, . 
. ., 
STARTED W'I TH MY PRES I DI NG ELDER TO CoNFERENCE, WHICH WAS HELD . . ..• ... 
WE TRAVELED ABOUT 100 MrLES, AND STOP~ 
I • 
rD_·_~! A CAMP MEETING ON ?-JAYNE Cl RCU IT IN WHAT WAS THEN CALLED THE 
GREEN RfFER COUNTRY" f HAD FORMED THIS CIRCUIT ABOUT FIVE YEARS BE• 
HERE I H"AD MANY SPIRITUAL CHILDREN• THEY HEARD THAT I WAS 
COMING TO THEIR CAMP MtETING, AND THEY FLOCKED FROM EVERY PART OF THE 
LARGE CIRCUIT• WE SPENT ABOUT W WEEK ON THIS CAMP GROUND• OUR ELD~ 
SEEMED ON THE ALtRT AND PREACHED LIKE AN EVANGELIST" HE HAD A MAN 
WITH HIM BY THE NAME OF ABBOT GODDARD WHO WAS ONE OF THE BEST EX-
I 
HORTERS I EVER HEARD" M1 KENDREE DID THE PREACHING . AND ABBOT THE 
rxHORTING· THERE APPEARED TO BE NOT MUCH ROOM FOR ANYONE ELSE; 
AND IF THERE Wl!.S A VACANT PLACE DAVID YOUNG WAS THERE IN HIS BEST 
DAYS, READY TO MOUNT THE PULPIT AT A MOMENT'S WARNING; AND WITH HIS 
CLEAR, SMOOTH, SILVERY VOICE, CHARM, AND PERFECTLY ASTONISH THE 
. . 
CONGREGATION• I HAD LITTLE ·o DO BUT SING, PRAY, AND COMFORT MOURN-
ERS. M'KENDREE PREACHED THE CLOSING SERMON, WHICH PRODUCED THE MOST 
1NTENSE INTEREST AND EXCITEMENT, .. 
·- •• I 
I • , • 
1 
. ·j ~ ' 
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t _r_r_E~A.!e G~-~EN _HORNS, AS' THEY WERe cAL~~f~: FOR tH·e: ~~t.:•~s~ .. ~,-i-'.\,:c,··; .'. ·. 
PREACHERS 0~ THAT DAY .EAD THEIR BtBLE- INCESSANTLY WITH ~UCH PR~~ERJ . - ~. 
I 
AND COULD GIVE BOOK, CHAPTER AND VE~SE, THE TEXT Wl'TH __ THE. C,ONTEX;T, 
ON EVE~Y DISPUTED PO r NT, AND THEY KNEW HOW TO WI ELD THE POW-e:RruL ' ' 
. . ·. .~---i }J\; . . ...... · .., .'. ( . f ·' •. 
~~GUMENTAT I VE WEAPONS FURN I SHED BY THE FELLOW OF' LINCOLN C'OLtiGt,' : •~ 
OXFORD. AND THE VICAR OF MADELEY. IN THIS WAY THEY OFTEN Sl~ENCED 
THEIR OPPOSERS, PUT TO FLIGHT T~EIR ADVERSERIES AND MADE PROSELYTES 
NOT A f"EW. SEVERAL PUBLIC DISCUSSIONS TOOK PLACE, IN ALL OF WHICH-
METHOD I SM LOST NOTHING BUT GAINED MUCH; FOR THEREBY PUBLIC ATTENTION 
WAS WAKED UP AND INQUIRY TOOK PLACE, AND THE SYSTEM OF DOCTRINES 
"FAUGHT BY THE METHODISTS H~D NOTHING TO SEAR FROM THE MOST RIGID 
tNVESTI GATION. 11 
P 219. 
IN SPEAKING OF THOSE WHO WERE INSTRUMENTAL lN PLN~TING METHOD-
ISM IN THE WEST, I HAVE MADE NO MENTION OF THEM FROM MY OWN KNOWLEDG~ 
FOR HERE WAS I FROM THE BEGINNING. MY FATHER AND MOTHER WERE MAR -
RIED IN A FORT, AND I WAS BORN IN A CABIN NOT FAR FROM A BLOCK HOUSE 
WJITHER THE SETTLERS FLED UPON AN ALARM OF INDIAN DEPREDATION. HERE 
I WAS CONVERTED; HERE I RECEIVED MY RELIGIOUS NND THEOLOGICAL TRAIN-
. 1NG, AND HERE HAVE I EXERCISED MY MINISTRY FOR FORTY YEARS - -EXCEPT .. 
ONE YEAR THAT I SPENT lN FREDERICK, BERKLEY, AND JEFFERSON COUNTIES, 
VIRGINIA. I, THEREFORE, CLAIM TO BE A WESTERN MAN, AND LET NO GOOD 
BRO!HE.R ATTEMPT TO ROB ME OF THIS HONOR• THE NUMBER IN SOCIETY (N 
•800, AS THE FRUIT OF 
HUNDRED,- FORTY-SEVEN; 
\;:~:.',_.l_~}l:/· . ·_.: (~. .~l;, ~-- ' 
'.YJESTE:Rr,J ·::r.tRR\i TORY • . ' 1/N 
SIXTEEN YEARS 1 LABOR, WAS ONE THOUSAND, SIX 
. . . ~ . 
BUT MANY ·. HAD REMOVED TO KENTUCKY . ~N,D.- t ~e: NORTH ii'.(\.,, 
·. - -, . :,_,,_ •. ; -,; .. ,~, ,. - _-;,_::-, : .. ;·.;;,,w~ \,~;\ : ; : .. , •. ;,, .. , ..... •:!-. ..:"~~wi_:.1,g;,t ,,_ • ,., , .. _,h\1ff1,f .-.,'(: · 
t803. 1THERE WERE !'R£'tUR.NED:·1TWQ,;,iTt10t,S~.~ -, 1 ,;,S,EVEJ~,Y _:./ .• .  - ....... , . ··:.\--:s::'}\,ft\:f:\·:t;i:~\\· . . t:3/ 
_,..,,,,,,. \ ·: 
.-f ~t~';jt;i1!if F~tirii1;\;~t@~;iil~l1~f iJ::,. -· 
· CONFER ENC En• 
ti 245- · 
" THE FOLLOWING LINES WERE: COMPOSED BY DR.WILLIAM H. 
fibLLINGSWORTH, ON SEEING A LOCK OF HAIR TAKEN FROM THE: REVEREND 
MAN 1 S HEAD TWENTY - FIVE YEARS AFTER HE HAD JOINED IN MARRIAGE HIS 
~X~ PARENTS AND NEARLY TWENTY- THREE YEARS AFTER HE HAD DEPICATED 
HIM TO GOD IN BAPTISM• THE HAIR ACCOMPANIES THESE LINES IN A BOOK 
OWNED BY THE MOTHER OF THE AUTHOR, IMMEDIATELY UNDER THE NAME: 
11 REV. JAMES QUINN:tt 
"AGED ONE, THESE SILVERED LOCKS, 
THAT STREW THY TEMPLES OVER, 
TELL PLAINLY THAT THE WATCHMAN KNOCKS-
THAT DEATH IS AT THE DOOR. 
"SOON, THEY CAREER OF TRUST AND LOVE, 
OF LABOR AND OF' CARE ' 
SHALL CLOSE, AND THOUS SHALT MOVE, 
n SPIRIT, PRE AND FAIR. 
SOON SHALL THY LAST GOOD ACT BE DONE, .. 
THY LAST GOOD WORD BE SAlD: 
SOON THOUS SHALT HAVE THE LAURELS WON, 
THAT CROWN THE RIGHTEOUS DEAD. 
WHEN THOU ART GONE, THY NAME SHALL LIVE, . 
THY MEMORY DEAR TO ALL . . -'/\. 
' · , :'·.;_· · 'l,.·/·:
1
,,.;.,. -· -.... .. :(( ... :._:<}\\:•;,._:;i;;'/· ·.·., .. ,. 
AND :THOSE :, THAf'1KNOVf THE~ 'NOW ;W-'rtt ':G~IEVE I . . 
IN SORROW ROUND THY PALL. 
·' . , ·: . 
. · ·,,. 
· .. ·, .•. 
. • • .! • . ••=~t ' . '- :' 
p· -246.-
AND BLESSINGS RICH BE GIVEN; 
AND, CONQUERING DEATH, LOUD VICTORY SHOUT, 
A V l CTORY GA l NED tN HEAVEN~ .. . . -~ 
WITH THESE LINES THE FOLLOWING NOTE WAS RECEIVED FROM THE MO-
8 
THER OF DOCTOR HOLL I NGSWORTH, NOW THE WI FE Of REV. Z.CONNELL: 
' 11 I FURNISH YOU WITH A COPY OF THE LINES ACCOMPANYING THE LOCK OF 
HAIR WHICH ( WAS KINDLY PERMITTED TO TAKE FROM THE HEAD OF REV. 
JAMES QUINN THE LAST TIME I HAD THE PRIVILEGE or SEEING HIM• THE 
ffAIR IS PLACED IN THE MIDST or MANY, TO ME, PRECIOUS MEMORIES. 
WHEN I LOOK UPON THIS 1SILVERED LOCK' THE SUNNY DAYS or MY LIFE -
A PP EAR BEFORE ME IN ALL THE. IR VIV I DN.ESS· I NDEE.D A WHOLE (. I FE. or 
MANY VICISSITUDES RUSHES UPON MY RECOLLECTIONS• AND NOW THAT HIS 
SAINTED SPIRIT HAS JOIN£D MANY OF MY DEAR FRIENDS WHO REST · FROM .. ·
THEIR SORROW, I AM REMINED OF THE FUTURE AS WELL AS THE PAST• 
BROTHER QUINN WAS ONE Of THE MOST SCRIPTURAL, PLAIN AND POINTED 
PREACHERS. 'SHRIST CRUCIFIED' WAS HIS THEME. HIS VOICE WAS FULL 
OF SWEETEST MELODY. · IN HIS YOUNGER DAYS HE WAS A SWEET SINGER. 
Ht WAS A GREAT LOVER OF GOOD POETRY• HE QUOTED MUCH, AND WITH GREAT 
ACCURACY AND FORCE. ~ 
"R l PLEY, FEBRUARY 9, 1848. u 
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. ., r CANN-OT us~<,i-{fs WORDS VERBATIM, BU·T,, HAVE - GIVEN THE S;UBSTANC'f: ,_Of' ,, THIS 
f.,.,.. 
... -- - •- ... ~-' I'+•• ~ · • .: •• , '·' ' , · .• ..,..· __ .., _ _ ,•. 
, .. ~_LlJS!_~A,.~?~~ I Fr ND IT HAS SUFFERED IN MV, HANDS; AND IN 'rHE COLD 
TYPE tN WHICH IT IS PRESENTED TO THE .READER IT HAS LOST MUCH . O.f' ITS FIRE 
AND POWER OF ELOCUTION, AND No ONE WILL ee: ABLE ro APPRECIATE .IT 
:- - · · • ··· ~· •···• -· ·· ·~·-·· · ""~ ·· ··. -
CORR,ECTLY UNLESS. HE: HAS HEARD. IT FROM HIS LIVING LIPS, 
:· :-~ . 
· ;:•rt, 
/ ... 
WOU~D IT BE ~OR THE CHURCH tF EXAMPLES OF THIS KIND WERE MORE 
. ,. . ·- . .. . . . .. . - .. . 
FREQUENT• THEN WHEN THE PEOPLE SAW THAT WE HAD FIRMNESS ENOUGH TO 
' PROTECT OURSELVES, THEY WOULD RESPECT US. 
"tVERY DEPARTURE FROM THE RULES. IN' RELATION TO CLASS MEET-
tNGS AND LOVE- FEASTS MUST WEAKEN US. A RfGID ADHER ENC E TO RULE 
MADE US WHAT WE XRK WERE; A SINFUL NEGLECT OF RULE HAS MADE US 
WHAT WE AR Et 
P 176. 
MR. 0UINN'S MANNER OF SETTING FORTH AND ILLUSTRATING THE 
PRACTICAL TRUTHS WHICH HE INCULCATED IN HIS DISCOURSES WAS ALWAYS 
tNTERESTING AND STRIKING AND W~ LL CALCULATED TO NMAKE .A VIVID AND 
-LASTING IMPRESSION ON THE MIND AND HEART. THE FOLLOWING ARE FUR-, 
' NISHED AS SPECIMENS OF HIS HAPPY METHOD IN THIS RESPECT: "IN OUR 
ADMONITIONS AND EXHORATIONS TO DELINQUENT PARENTS WE ARE OFTEN MET 
WITH THE OPPOSING DECLARATION, 'I CANNOT GIVE MY CHILDREN RELIGION.' 
To SUCH WE SAY, YOU CAN DO MORE IN THIS MATTER THAN YOU ARE AWARE 
OF, PERHAPS MORE THAN YOU ARE WILLING TO KNOW• You CAN DO AS MUCH 
TOWARD GIVING YCUR CHILDREN RELIGION AS YOU CAN TOWARDS RAISING A CROP 
OF CORN. IN THE LATTER CASE YOU CAN CLEAR THE GROUND~ BREAK THE 
SOIL, PLANT IN DUE TIME, IMPROVE THE SEASON OF CULTURE; THEN LOOK, 
AND PRAY FOR DEW AND THE GENTLE RAINS Of' HEAVEN• Now, BY EDUCATION, 
AN EDUCATION FAVORABLE TO MORAL AS WELL AS fNTELLECTUAL CULTURE, CLEAR 
AND PREPARE THE SOIL. PLANT OR S1BN THE SEEDS OF' PURE EVANGELICAL 
. ' 
. . . . . . ·:- ,: ·. -~'i.;t,.: .:',:  ' . . 
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' ALL THE WHIL E OF'RERING UP FOR THEM IN THEIR HEARING, AND .'.:. 
OUT OF .THEfR SIGHT, THE EARNEST, CONTINUED, ANO FERVENT PRAYER OF 
r ArTH, AND LEAVE THE REST WITH GOD. st WHAT CARELESS AND UNFAITHFUL 
.. 
PARENT COULD WARD OFF THE FORCE OF THIS? .6ND MAY WE NOT SUPPOSE 
THAT MANY, THROUGH THE INFLUENCE OF THE POWERFUL APPEALS OF THIS 
MINISTER OF Goo, WERE EXCITED TO GREAT DILIGENCE AND CAREFULNESS 
IN REAR I NG THEIR CH I LDREN FOR GOD KND HEAVEN? AND WHO CAN TELL 
BUT THE DEV~LOPMENTS OF THE DAY OF JUDGMENT WILL ATTRIBUTE TO HIS 
APPEALS AND INSTRUCTIONS TO , PARENTS UNDER Goo, DIR ECTLY OR INDIR ECT-
tY, THE SALVATION OF MANY ENTIRE HOUSE- HOLDS? THE OTHER SPECIMEN WM)C 
WHICH WE GIVE WAS INTENDED TO ENCOURAGE THE TIMID AND THE FEARFUL 
WHO TREMBLE AT THE NEAR APPROACH OF DE.ATH • SPEAK I NG OF THE DEATH 
OF THE SAINTS, HE SAID: ~THERE WAS A NATURAL FEAR OF DEATH TO THE 
CHRISTIAN. SUPPOSE ZA FATHER TO HAVE BEEN NE.CESSARILY DETAINED LONG 
FROM HOME; AND ON HIS ARRIVAL IN SIGHT OF HIS FESIDENCE HE SHOULD SEE 
THE STREAM WHICH ROLLS BETWEEN SWELLED TO A MJGHTY FLOOD. Now, THE 
HUSBAND AND FATHER MIGHT FEAR TO THE MUDDY AND COLD WATERS OF THE 
STREAM; BUT HE WOULD HAVE NO FEARS OF ENTERING THE BOSOM OF HIS FAM -
tLY AND OF B~ING AT HOME. So OF THE CHRISTIAN WHEN HE COMES TO THE 
JORDAN 0~ DEATH LOOKING UPON ITS DARK, COLD WATERS, ~HE MAY FEAR TO 
ENTER. DEATH
1
S STRUGGLES, THE AGONIES OF DISSOLVING NATURE SEPARAT -
1NG SOUL AND BODY MAY FRIGHTEN HIM FOR A MOMENT; BUT RECOLLECTING 
THE PROMISE OF HIS LORD, · 1 FEAR THOU NOT FOR I AM WITH THEE; BE NOT 
DISMAYED, FOR I AM THY Goo, 1 HE DASHES IN WITH STRO!\J G CONFIDENCE, 
. . · ,,- . . .. ''..:., . I. ·, 
KNOWING THE. PASSAGE IS SHORT- AND H.E. IS GOIN!IIG HOW£. ·HE, .. AS 'NO F.EARS, - , 
. ,. : ,; .• • I, ' •1 {,, ~~, • 'f,:, I . ' • ,i • .":' - '·. ,•:.J.'~f-~-\1/\t· 1~~~~_}1,:-~;\•:--;:,::•_ •.•/ _t•:1~tJ•_.:1~:./-~:,:, . .'
,-H EN; · NO F"EARS OF BEING ~T HOME \JJITH ,~ HIS 'f l r'HER 0 AN10?1w1ti i-w,-s:-:r--Rr E~Ds:•'-·. 
' . l_i"" , 
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WHICH HAD BEEN STATIONARY FOR SIXTEEN YEARS, HAD NOW, OF COURSEt 
·;-o BE REMOVED TO T.'HE CtTY• THE STATION FURNl'SHED THEM A HOUSE AND JI. 
AMPLE PROVISION FOR FUEL AND TABLE EXPENSES . 
P~GE 150. 
11Two CIRCUMSTANCES OCCU l~ RED DURING THE YEAR THAT WAS WITH 
HIM, AS JUNIOR PREACHER ON STRIGHT CREEK WHICH SHOWS SO STRONGLY HIS 
LOVE OF SYSTEM THAT I DESIRE TO SEE THEM RECORDED IN HIS LIFEj ES -
PECIALLY AS WE THINK OUR FATHERS WERE NOT LIBERAL ENOUGH IN MANY 
THtNGS. SOME TIME IN JULY, 1832, HE APPOINTED A TWO DAYS MEET -
JNG IN WINCHESTER, ADAMS COUNTY, WHICH HE INVITED ME TO ATTEND. REV. 
JOH ~ MEEK WAS ALSO PRESENT. OUR PEOPLE HAD JUST PUT UP A FRAME CHURCH 
LAID THE FLOOR TEMPORARILY, AND OTHERWISE PREPARED IT FOR THE AC -
COMODATION OF THE MEETING. THE PUBLlC HAD BEEN LIBERAL IN ASSIST -
JNG THEM, AND .AN OBLIGATION WAS RESTING UPON THE CHURCH TO BE LIBER-
AL IN RETURN THERE WAS TO BE LOVE FEAST AT NINE 0 1 CLOCK SUNDAY 
MORNING. THE DOOR KEEPER WAS AT HIS PLACE AT . THE APPOINTED TIME; THE 
BREAD AND WATER WERE ON THE TABLE; BUT THE DOOR KEEPER DETERMINED 
rO 1MEND OUR RULES AND NOT KEEP THEM, 1 SO THAT BY NINE 0 1 CLOCK THE 
HOUS E WAS FULL OF ALL SORTS OF PEOPLE• JUST THEN FATHER QUINN CAME I~ 
HIS EYE RANGED ALONG THE CROWDED SEATS. SADNESS SPR~AD OVER HIS FACE 
I 
AND, WALKING UP TO ME HE S~ID, 1JOHN, YOU MUST PREACH." 1WHAT 1 $AID 
t, ARE YOU GOING TO DISPENSE WltH LOVE-FEAST?' 1YES 1 , HE REPLIED, 'I JC 
NEVER HAVE HELD A LOVE- FEAST CONTRARY TO THE D1sc1·PLINE OF THE METHO-
DIST CHURCH, AND I NEVER WILL. So, G~T UP AND PREACH." I DID so, 
•·•., - • . , • .: • ., , , . • • ' 'J • , ' l • • • •• , • f ·, • . ~ ~, • ' : .·:,'. 
. 'APR7A?H r~G ~~OM THE PA~ABiL~ ,.?,F.~ 7,,~-;s.~~.\ ~~•, .. ~v~;s:l~·=·-,~I~J..t ;;4qt,I-'BlJ_T. ~~r-:1~\ 'tr: 
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ING AND SINGING. GROUPS AND CIRCLES WERE SEEN AND HEARD THROUGH- OUT 
THE ENCAMPMENT, EVEN TO THE OUTSKIRTS OF THE CONGREGATION; AND 
THER E W-AS NO GREAT DIFFICULTY IN KEEPING PRETTY GOOD ORDER", FOR 
AN AWFUL SENSE OF' THE MAJESTY AND GLORY OF' Goo · oFTEN APPEARED TO 
PERVADE THE WHOLE ASSEMBLY. 
As AN EVIDENCE OF' THE GREAT GOOD RESULTING FROM CAMP MEET-
1NGS, IT IS A FACT THAT A LARGE PROPORTION OF THE MEMBERS AND 
MANY EMIJENTLY USEFUL MINISTERS IN THE WESTE~N COUNTRY HAVE BEEN 
BROUGHT TO A KNOWLEDGE OF SALVATION AT THESE MEETINGS• AN OPIN-
10N NOW PREVAILS, TO SOME EXTENT, THAT THESE MEETINGS SHOULD BE 
DISCONTINUED AND THE]R PLACE SUPPLIED WITH WHAT ARE CALLED 'PRO-
TRACTED MEETINGS.' THESE, HOWEVER, ARE NOT SO CONVENIENT FOR 
COUNTRY PLACES AS ARE CAMP MEETINGS AND WOULD BECOME MORE OP-
PRESSIVE ON THE NEIGHBORHOOD WHERE THEY MIGHT BE HELD, EXCEPT THE PEO 
PLE FROM A DISTANCE SHOULD BRING THEIR PROVISIONS, BOTH FOR MAN 
AND BEAST, WITH THEM; .AND THIS WOULD BE ATTENDED WITH MORE INCON-
VENIENCE THAN AN OUT-FIT FOR CAMP MEETING, SO THAT IN MY OPIN -
10N, WELL-PROTECTED, WELL - DIRECTED CAMP MEETINGS HAVE THE PREF -
ERENCE. 
' -u~ .. 
' .-)ff_. · ·,;';! 
.'J•·: 
ANDOTTE, FORMED IN 1803 BY W'ILLIAM ~TEEL AND TRAVELED rN r804 
,, BY ASA SHrNN, HAS FURNISHED HER WITH A. JUN()OR BJSHof; ANE If° 
KANAWHA, ~USKINGUM, HOCKHOCKING:, &c. HAV~ NOT SENT OUT BISHOPS, 
THEY MAVE SENT OUT SCORES OF DEACONS AND ELDERS, AND AMONG THEM, 
A GOODLY NUMBER OF SCHOLARS AND PROFESSIONAL MEN; BUT THE PREACHm 
MAKING PREROGATIVE STILL BELONGS TO CHRIST• OH~ METHODISTS, 
NEVER FORGET THIS. 
HBUT IT IS Tl ME FOR ME TO BEGIN TO DRAW TO A CLOSE. I WI LL, 
rlRST, HOWEVER, NOTICE CAMP MEETINGS AS A MEANS APPROVED Or 
GoD, AND RESULTING IN A VAST AMOUNT Of GOOD• MAY HAVE AT-
TENDED, AND SUPER'f NS'EIIDEO ONE HUNDRED AND TH I RTY, OR FORTY Of' 
THESE MEETINGS AND WITNESSED MOST POWERFUL DISPLAYS OF Goo's 
AMAZING GRACE, IN tHE CONVICTION AND HAPPY CONVERSION Or SOME 
THOUSANDS OF BLOOD-BOUGHT SOULS. 
tthT FIRST, WE USED TO ERECT TWO STANDS WITH SEATS AT EACH 
ONE IN THE ENCAMPMENT; AND THE OTHER SOME TWENTY OR THIRTY RODS 
DISTANT, AND NO ALTER AT EITHER• AT THESE WE HAD PREACHING, ALTER 
NATELY, THROUGH THE ~AY; BUT ONLY THE ONE IN THE EN~AMPMENT WAS 
WAS ILLUMINATED AND OCCUPIED AT NIGHT. EACH PUBLIC~SERV iCE WAS 
FOLLOWED BY A PRAYER MEETING WHICH WAS NOT TO BE BROKEN Off TO 
MAKE WAY FOR PREAC~ING; BUT THE TRUMPET WAS SOUNDED AT THE OTH-
ER STAND, WHITHER ALL WHO WISHED TO HEAR PREACHING WERE WONT TO RE-
P"AIR. HERE ALSO, A PRAYER MEETING ENSUED, AN,D SO, ALTERNATELY 
. -~\ , ~ . . , . , . . '· , . ~ ,, , . ~- .. , . ,: ,-:, I , .-\ '> t:":i~:;.i 
\ '. ,t,i::.,':.'\:·-.~~ '. _,' ~-~ROUGH T~~E ,t~~{:/: TH~-:E ;l~riJ;.i~,~,,~~I:jj,s, _  N·o?;~~f~~-:~;~i} ~-'.:t ·~~-~-HES, Q:;~:.;;0A~t[ _ 
. :-" J'OUS SEATS HJ THOSE DAYS; -· Nq~ ,~ WERE ' ANY lf\lVI TkT.,IO_NS. GIVEN .TO SE_EK£~~~·-
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SUBJECT, AND AT TKE 
SAME TIME:, BRINGING HIS FOOT Wl t H ALL ITS M,fGHT, DOWN UPON THE 
f""LOOR OF' THE STAND, HE EXCLAIMED WITH FEARF'Ul ENERGY: 11AND 
[~_HELL HE LIFTED UP Hrs · EVES, BEING IN TORMENT, AND SEEETH 
\ 
ABRAHAM AFAR OFF, AND LAZARUS IN HIS BOSOM. 1 
i 
COLD CHILLS RAN 
oVER US, THE HAIR SEEMED TO RISE UPON OUR HEADS AND THE FLESH 
, 
TO CRAWL UPON OUR BONES; WHILE GROANS.OF PITY AND SHRIEKS OF 
HORROR COMMINGLED AROUND US, LIKE THE STARTLING TONES OF A 
SWEEPING TEMPEST, ATTENDED WITH A SHOCK OF DIVINE POWER AS SENSI -
BLY FELT AS IF IT HA,_D BEEN THE TREAD OF AN EARTH - QUAKE • . AND, AFTER 
I 
- ALL, HIS ORATORY WAS NOT THE RESULT OF A STUDIED ART, BUT OF NA• 
TURE, INSPIRED BY GRACE, LEAVING A CONVICTION THAT THAT HE WAS NOT 
ONLY ONE OF NATURE'S NOBLEMEN WITH A CLEAR HEAD AND A WARM HEART; BUT 
THAT HE WAS AN ABLE MINI.STER OF' THE NEW TESTAME.NT, COMMISSIONED 
FROM HEAVEN AS AN .~MBASSADOR OF CHRIST, BESEECH I NG SINNERS TO BE-
COM E Rf:CONC I LED TO HIM. THOUGH t WAS BUT A YOUTH WHEN THE SCENE 
TRANSPIRED, ALL THE CHANGES OF THIRTY- EIGHT YEARS HAVE NOT BEEN 
ABLE TO OBLITERATE FROM MY MEMORY THE lMPRESSION WHICH IT PRO -
DUCED• THE NAME QF THAT DISTINGUISHtD INDIVIDUAL WAS JAMES 
QUINN, OF PRECIOUS MEMORY." .. 
DURING THE FOUR YEARS MR.QUINN PRESIDED ON THIS DIS -
TR I CT, THE WORK WAS GREATLY EXPANDED, AND AT THE: CLOSE SIXTEEN 
CHARGES WERE: FORMED IN PRETTY MUCH THE SAME TERRITORY . Two 
DISTRICTS WERE CONSTITUTED- -ONE CALLED 11 0HIO'', AND ASSIGNED TO 
. '. .._ ' I • • • • ' . • . l .!' •f.J: :I ~; f ,~-. :• 
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WHAT THEY HAD H~ARD. THE SLOWLY MEASURED, BUT FULL TONED ACCENTS 
OF' HIS MANY VOICE FELL LIKE HEAVENLY MUSIC: UPON THE EARS AND HEARTS 
OF' THE ENCaANTED AUDITORS; WHILE THE MESSAGE OF SALVATION .AS 
' 
BORN£ BY HlM CAME TO THEM AS WATERS TO A THIRSTY SOUL, AND AS GOOD 
NEWS FROM A 11 rAR COUNTRYu-. AS- HE PROGRESSED, HE BECAME INSPIRED 
WITH HIS THEME; AND RISING FROM ONE POINT OF INTEREST TO ANOTHER, 
HE CARRIED THE WHOLE ASSEMBLY WITH HIM• AMONG THE MOTIVES URGED 
TO LEAVE OFF SINNING AND COMMENCE PRAYING, WAS THAT OF AVOIDING· rU-
TURE MISERY AND SECURING HEAVENLY BLISS. OF THE CONTRATS BETWEEN 
THE FINAL END OF -:)AINT AND SINNER HE FURNISHED A SCRIPTURAL EXAMPLE 
WHICH, THOUGH FAMILIAR TO ALL, WAS SO PRESENTED AS TO APPEAR 
NEW, AND FIX A POWERFUL IMPRESSION• WITHOUT CIRCUMLOCUTION, HE 
RECITED THE HISTORY OF THE RICH MAN ANI) LAZARUS. WHILE PORTRAYING 
THE SUFFERINGS OF THE BEGGAR HIS MANNER WAS PLAINTIVE: AND MOVING; 
BUT WHEN INTRODUCING HIM SY THE MINISTRY OF ANGELS TO THE SOCIE-
TY OF REDEEMED AND GLORIFIED SPIRITS IN THE ABODES OF BLISS, HE 
BECAME ANIMATING AND .INSPIRING, AS IF HE SAW THE LIGHT OF HEAVEN, M~ 
HEARD THE MUSIC OF ANGLES, AND FELT THE STREAMS OF CONSOLATION FROM 
THE RIVER OF Lift. Bur, SUDDENLY HE RECALLED HIMSELF AND HEARERS 
.. 
TO ATTEND TO THE CASE OF THE ONCE WEALTHY AND POMPOUS, BUT NOW 
DECEASED AND LOST SINmER: 1THE RICH MAN ALSO DIED, AND WAS BURIED. 1 
1
'Ec IT I NG THESE SOLEMN WQRDS, THE COUNTENANCE AND MANNER 
or THE SPEAKER WERE CHANGED FROM JOYFUL TO SAD; HIS TREMBLING AC -
CENTS EXPRE.SSED THE WEIGHT OF ANGUISH WHICH PRESSED HIS HEART; HI$ . 
• ·. • • ~ - ·, '·· r .• ., ·-.1, / .. - .·l · 
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P~PLJLAT I ON SPARSE:; VET . TK.E PEOPLE POUttED F'ORTH FROM : 
F'ARM AND HAMLET, HILL AND HOLLOW, TILL A MULTITUFE HAD AS-
. . ~ 
S-EMBLED, SOME TO OFf"ER THE SA'CRlf"ICE OF THE HEART TO OD 
IN THE WI NLDERNESS, . BUT PROBABLY MANY MORE FOR MERE REPREA-· 
TKE GENERAL APPEARANCE OF ·THOSE PRESENT WAS WHAT MI _G.HT 
HAVE BEEN EXPECTED---THAT OF' RUSTIC SIMPLICITY PECULIAR TO NEW 
COUNTRIES; YET THEY EVIDENTLY FELT, AS f DID, MYSELF, AWED BY 
THE SACREDNESS OF THE OCCASION, AND CONFORMED RESPECTFULLY TO 
THE ORDER OF THE PUBLI EC SERVICE. THE SINGING, THOUGH NOT 
SCIENTIFIC, WAS DEVOTIONAL AND STRICTLY CONGREGATIONAL SO THAT 
THE MINGLES,VOICES OF Tf-!,E MANY REVERBERATED THROUGH THE SHADY BOWi 
ERS LIKE THE ROAR OF A MIGHTY CATARACT, AND WERE. SOLEMNLY IM-
- RESS IVE" .. ~FTER PRAYER AND PRAISE, WE HEARD A COMMON- PLACE DIS -
COURSE, OF BARLY SUFFICIENT I NTERE.ST TO SECURE RESPECTFUL ATTEN:-
110N. 
WHEN THE SPEAKER HAD _TAKEN HIS SEAT, ANOTHER OF A VERY DIF -
FERENT APPEARANCE ROSE UP IN THE OPEN STAND, FROM WHOSE REMARKS 
ON THE ARRANGEMENTS OF THE MEETING, WE SOON LEARNED THAT HE 
WAS THE PRESIDING OFFICER OF THE DISTRICT ■ HIS FEATURES WERE 
COMELY, HIS FORM WAS SYMMETRICAL, AND HIS MOVEMENTS WERE GRACE -
rUL. HE WAS IN THE VIGOR OF LIFE, OF MEDIUM HEIGHT, SLIGHTLY COR-
PULENT, AND WORE A LOOSE, FLOWING ROBE. HIS COUNTENANCE INDICAT-
ED HEAVENLY SERENITY; AND TAKEN ALTOGETHER, MADE AN APPEARANCE 
AT ONCE IMPOSING AND STTRACTIVE• HAVING FINISHED HIS BRIEF AND 
WELL TI MED ANNOUNPEMENTS, HE ' REFERRED TO. THE SERMON,, SlJ.,M_J~PN,G UP 
I -. .... ._ .:. ~\. i·f -~ ··:·(.! .. , . ---1/"~\ .. \}'.•-:·,..,,. 1-, ,,:1·· , - .. ,.~., . ·.1• .·:,. t·~· ·., ·\/~t_,;fi;i\1,.,:-.. ·, 
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MAKES HONORABLE MENTION OF MR.QtJINN IN THIS, AND OTHER PARTS OF' 
( . . 
HIS MINISTRY; AND BEARS UN£QUICOCAL tESTIMON.V TO THE HIGH ESTIMATE 
. . . . 
rN· WHICH HE WAS HELD, BOTH BY PREACHERS AND THE' PEOPLE Or HI s CHARGr. 
HE ALSO SETS F'ORTH IN TH~ CLEAREST LIGHT, HIS GREAi STRENGTH 
1N THE PULPIT, AS WELL AS THE HOLY UNCTION, MIGHTY POWER, AND GREAT 
SUCCESS WHICH ATTENDED HIS LABORS. MR.YOUNG WAS LONG HIS COTEMPORARY 
AND WAS A:SSOCIATED WITH HIM IN QUARTERLY, ANNUAL, AND GNERAL CoN-
FERENDES; LABORED IN HIS DISTRICTS WHEN HE WAS PRE S IDING ELDER, 
AND WAS ALSO HIS PRESIDING ELDER. HE, THEREFORE, KNEW HIM LONG 
AND INTIMATELY IN ALL THE RELATIONS WHICH A METHODIST PREACHER SUS -
~J\INS _; -~_ND __ ~!S TESTIMONY IS: 1_1nS _A,_ THEOLOGIAN, HE HAD BUT FEW EQUALS - JD 
AND NO SUPERIORS IN THE OHIO CONrERENCE, 1t-
t _ ~AVE THE PLE_ASURE' TO PRESE:NT THE READER w·1 TH THE F'OLLOW ! NG 
SKETCH rROM THE PEN OF BISHOP MORRIS WHICH FURNISHE:S WITH OTHER 
tNTERESTING ITEMS, A CONSPICUOUS AND JUST RERRESENTATION OF MR. 
0ulNN 1 S ELOQUENCE AND POWER IN THE PULPIT. HE HA S ALSO SET FORTffl, 
fN A VERY FORCIBLE MANNER, THE BLESSED EFFECTS WHICH ACCOMPANIED 
HIS EFFORTS AT THAT PERIOD OF HIS MINISTRY: 
11 1N THE SUMMER OF 1812, WHEN I WAS BUT A YOUTH, "ND BEFORE .. 
I HAD ANY INTEREST lN METHOSISM, THERE WAS A CAMP MEETING NEAR 
WHERE I RESIDED IN WESTERN VIRGINIA; AND, ATTRACTED ~y THE NOV -
cLTY OF THE OCCASION AND IN COMPANY WITH SEVERAL ASSOCIATES, I 
RE :iAIRED TO IT. THE ENCAMPMENT WAS IN A SE'QUESTERED PLACE~¼ . 
_ AWAY FROM ALL PtJ.BLIC THOROUGH F"ARES _OF TRAVEL, IN A LONEL-Y.-. WOOD, 
• .;~.• , • , •1;, • :~• ' :.- • ,. ,:;· :('Ii.,\ i\•.1 • . .4,_, · . , ':' • •• \ .: '"\., ~ •::~) -ij :,t-:~·1,~~if>l>=~~•i•'.' 
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AGE OF MERCY BROKE THE IMPRESSIVE STILLNESS Or -THE FOREST. TH£ · 
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FOR THE INFORMATION Or THE READER, HOW MANY HAVE BEEN ADMITTED 
fNTO THE'TRAVELING CONNECTION WHOSE RECOMMENDATIONS HE BROUGHT 
TO -CoNFERENCE AND REPRESENTED THEIR CLAIMS FOR ADMISSION; BUT 
THf $ IS NOW I MPOSS l' BLE. I SHOULD SUPPOSE THEY WOULD NUMBER 
MORE THAN rORTV. I HAVE KNOWN MANY Of THEM WHO WERE DISTIN-
GUISHED AND ABLE MINISTERS. HOW MANY LOC _AL D<HORTERS AND LO-
C'AL PREACHERS HAVE RECEIVED LICENSE WI_TH HIS SIGNATURE ATTACH-
ED DURING HIS LONG LIFE, WHO CAN TELL? 
THIS LANGUAGE OF MR.QUINN lS NOT TO BE CONSTRUED INTO AN 
APPOSITION TO A COLLEGIATE EDUCATION FOR A MIN.I STER ■ HE ADMIRED 
SOUND LEARNING IN THE MINISTERS OF CHRIST• Bur HE WISHED TO SEE 
THEIR BrBLICAL KNOWLEDGE COMMENSURATE WITH THEIR ATTAINMENTS IN 
OTHER BRANCHES. How DISGUSTING IT- MUST BE TO ALL SE;NSIBLE PEO-
PLE TO WITNESS IN A MINISTER AN EFFORT TO Dl~PLAY HIS LEARNING 
IN LATIN AND GREEK, WHEN IT IS APPARENT HE IS INCAPABLE OF QUOT-
rNG WITH ACCURACY AND APPROPRIATENESS THE PLAIN LANGUAGE OF THE 
BIBLE ■ 
sUKE. 
THIS IS THE PEDANTRY 11AT WHICH HE ALMS IN HIS JUST RE-
I HAVE SATISFACTORY EVIDENCE BEFORE ME THAT, ALTHOUGH THE ear 
.. 
FOUR YEARS MR.QUtNN WAS PRESIDING· fLDER ON MUSKINGUM DISTRICT 
EERE YEARS OFT IL AND SUFFERINa; YET WERE THEY TO HIMSELF AND FEL~ 
LOW LABORE.RS YEARS OF SPEC I AL GRACE AND GLOR I OUS PROSPER I TY. 
THOUGH THEY WRRE 11 ABUNDANT IN LABORS 11 VE.T THEY ABOUNDED IN THE 
WORK Of THE. !LORD ■ • . SoME. SEWED THE. GOOD - SEED OF THE KINGDOM, OTHERS 
: •~r i~ ~t A~D ~~' ·GAY( ~jtf i Ne RiA~liJ ,.~P TliA,f A HA~vEsr o~(M~NY .·. ,· • · C 
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SOULS WAS REALIZED ■ -' . . · , · . · · · . 
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'' ~ ,_; ' ·f•, ,._ - ·,•! 'd :;.: ... , _·• ~~ i. ~,:/• ~ --~, < ~~~: .·~;;·-{_}~(.::;/_/:~_•:. _ ~ _ · ,- ~ _ -_ _ i-, • - - ~ , , '\ : ~ · ,.· • .:~ ' .·· if ~1,;:tijlf i:f t ;) ' ,, AT Nt GHt THE .WHOLE SC ENt\ iXr_K~hl~L y ' ~~B~ i'~t ' t~r , c,' ' . 
. -~ j. RANGES OF TENTS, THE FIRES REFLECTl~G L1GHt AMIDST THE B~ANCHES . · 
OF THE TREES, THE CANDLES AND LAMPS lLLUMI NATfNG THE GRO~ND; 
HUNDREDS MOV'ING TO AND FRO, WITH TORCH ;:ES, LIKE GJDEON 1 S ARMY; 
THE SOUND OF EXHORTATION, SINGING, PRAYING, AND REJOICING RUSH-
, ,, 
rNG FROM VAR I OUS PARTS OF THE ENCAMPMENT, WAS ~OUGH TO ENLIST THE 
FEELINGS OF THE HEART AND ABSORB ALL THE POWERS OF THOUGHT. 
THE LABORS PERFORMED AT THOSE MEETINGS WERE WELL CALCU-
LATED TO WEAR OUT PREACHERS. THElR EFFORTS IN THE PULPIT, IN 
THE OPEN AIR, SOMETIMES AFFECTED THEM UNKINDLY; BUT THEIR LABORS 
tN THE CROWDED PRAYING CIRCLE NND IN HOT TENTS DID THEM FAR GREATER 
' INJURY• WHEN WE HAVE WITNESSED THE ASTONISHING PRESERVATION 
OF THE HEALTH OF THE MINISTERS WHILE EXPOSED TO THE NIGHT AIR, A mA 
DAMP ATMOSPHERE, WET GROUNP, AND OFTEN HAVING TO LIE ON DAMP BEDS , 
II 
AT THOSE MEETINGS, WE HAVE BEEN READY TO SAY TRULY: THEY ARE IM-
MOR"IAL TILL THEIR WORK IS DONE". 
THE LABORS OF THE PRESIDING ELDER WERE USUALLY GREATER 
THAN ANY OTHER PREACHER, BDCAUSE HE HAD TO BE NEARLY ALL THE 
ylME EMPLOYED AT CAMP MEETINGS THROUGH THE WHOLE OF THE WARM 
SEASON• FOR MONTHS TOGETHER HE ALMOST LITERALLY LIVED IN THE 
WOODS IN ATTENDING THE NUMEROUS CAMP MEETINGS ON HIS DISTRICT • .. 
THE READER MAY NOW HAVE SOME IDEA OF THE AMOUNT OF LSBOR PER-
FORMED AND THE FATIGUE AND EXPOSURE ENDURED BY MR. qUINN, WHILE HE 
SERVED AS PRESIDING ELDER OF A D4STRICT. 
THERE IS WHAT MAY. PROPERLY BE DENOMINATED A BUSINESS FEA-
T~R~ IN THE WORK. AND OFFICE;-- OF A PRES _ID ING ELD.ER: THIS ~R. 
Qtl·tNN -~\:>. qA:~tr.u:~c.- :;,.i:1,~~i~·! ~'~b -P,~_Nci uA'L1 TO'.;· ATTENIJO ,tq.i _~-=· 
,, · • _,•.•t;.- · > ., • • , v. ~ ~-: , -.... ... , , , /i ·,.,l 
ERV PART~-i FIE APPE.6.RS TO HAVE BE.EN VERY SUCCE.SSFUL IN PROCURING 
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}f ''•,,t ~~~ - F~;;:~ ;~~ ~~,~ '. ~;~~~ri s+>~INE, AND .SUP S;M~~TANE~USLY, 
THE WHOLE SYSTEM OF' RULES WAS DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THE CONVENl'E:NCE, . .. . ' · - -. . ' 
.• 
ffARMONY, AND ENJOYMENT OF ALL rN ATTENDANCt, AS WELL AS THE 
_/ .. . 
' J 
(;00D ORDER Of' THE; MEET I NG_. 
THE SOUND OF' THE T~UMPET AROUND THE ENCAMPMENT, A SHORT TIME 
AFTER DAY- LIGHT, WAS THE SIGNAL FOR ALL TO ARISE AND PRXPARE 
FOR FAMILY DEVOTION. AFER A SUFFICIENT TIME ALLOWED, ANOTHER SIG -
NAL Of THE TRUMPET WAS GIVEN FOR PRAYER IN EACH TENT, PRECEDED BY 
SINGING TWO OR THREE VERSES OF A HYMN. A SHORT TIME AFTER SUNRISE 
THE TRUMPET WAS AG~IN SOUNDED FOR PRAYER MEETING AT THE STAND, AT 
WHICH MANY ATTENDED, WHILE BREAKFAST WAS BEING PREPARED. 
IT WAS USUAL TO HAVE PREACHING AND EXHORTATION AT EIGHT AND 
ELEVEN, \A.M. AND AT THREE, AND AT 11 0ANDLE- LIGHTINGu·, P.M. 
THE INTERVALS WERE OFTEN OCCUPIED WITH PRAYER MEETINGS AT THE STAND 
OR IN SEVERAL OF THE TENTS WHERE MOURNERS OR EARNEST SEEKERS OF 
SALVATION WERE EMBRACED IN THE PDAYINS CIRCLE--CARED FOR AND 
POINTED TO THE SAVIOR OF SINNERS. THE NO I SE AT SUCH TI MES WAS. 
FREQUENTLY VERY GREAT; PENITENTS WRITHING IN ANGOUISH, CRYING 
ALOUD TO Goo FOR MERCY; SOULS JUST BORN INTO THE KINGDOM SHOUT -
ING IN ECSTASIES AND TELLING THEIR RAPTURES ALL ABROAD; AND .. 
THEIR RELATIVES AND FRIENDS WHO HAD, PERHAPS, LONG PRAYEri FOR 
THEM, REJOICING OVER THEM AS THOSE RECOVERED FROM THE DEAD. 
Now, ADMITTING THE TRUTH THAT EACH ON~E GIVES OF HIS, OR 
HER STATE, WHO WOULD WONDER THAT THE NOISE SHOULD BE 11 LIKE THE 
SOUND OF MANY WATERS2, AND HEARD A- f'AR OFF i . I NDEtD, WE 'SHOULD 
(_ ) ' _.:,-: ;,\',.,_..,_ .. i, rL_.. ,,; ,,, · ' •,.• .. · - .· - , i:--:., ,;_:_>:).-.,,.v .: ,.:-.:?,·.-<; •": .. ,_;: •'-~;,; -i'. · 
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MAY NOT BE AMIS~ TO FURNISH IN THIS BlOGRAPHY, A D~SCRfPTION OF sue 
SUCH AS WERE HELP IN THE WEST DURING THE EIGHT YEARS MR.QUrNN . 
W·AS PRESIDlNG ELDER ON THE MUSKINGUM AND SCIOTO iXRBllf%J:l DIS-
TRICTS. 
WHEN HEILD ON - EVERY CIRCUIT THE TIME WAS USUALLY FIXED TO 
SUIT THE QUARTERLY VISITATIONS OF THE ELDER DURING THE WARM SEA-
SON. IF A NEW GROUND WAS SELECTED A DAY WAS APPOINTED, SOME 
rtME PREVIOUS TO THE MEETING WHEN ALL MIGHT COME TOGETHER TO DO 
THE PUBLIC WORK FOR THE ACCOMODATION OF' THE CONGREGATION. THE 
GROUND WAS USUALLY LAID OFF TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE SO AS TO SE-
CURE THE BEST SHADE, &c. REFERENCE WAS HAD, IN THE SELECTION, TO A 
SUPPLY OF GOOD, SPRING' WATER AND A RUNNING BROOK FOR THE USE. OF 
HORSES-- -AGOOD GROVE, ACCESS ISLE f°ROM VARIOUS ROADS, AND '1N A CEN-
TRAL POSITION FOR THE CIRCUIT~ THE STAND WAS USUALLY ELEVATED 
SOME FOUR FEET FROM THE GROUND, AND IN FRONT OF THE PREACHER 1 S 
TENT. THE SEATS WERE ARRANGED, SEPARATED BY AISLES, INTO DIF-
FERENT SECTIONS, THAT THEY MIGHT BE EASY OF ACCESS. A BROAD A I SL&V 
WAS IN FRONT OF THE STAND, EXTENDING THE WHOLE DISTANCE OF THE 
SEATS. ONE ONE s1nE OF THIS AISLE THE SEATS WERE APPROPRIATED EX-
cLUSIVELY TO THE FEMALES, AND THE OTHER TOTHE MAL~S. THE INNER 
CIRCLE OF TENTS WAS ARRANGED SO AS TO FURNISH ROOM WITH-IN FOR 
THE CONGREGATION AT ITS LARGEST SIZEj BUT THE SPACE WAS FREQUENT-
L V FOUND I NSUFF IC I lmT, AND ON THE SABBATH PREACHERS WERE OFTEN 
CALLED TO SERVE CONGREGATIONS WITH-OUT WHO COULD NOT HEAR FROM 
.. THE. PRINCIPAL ,STAN·D. SoMttiMe.s, THERE w~E MANY c·1RcLEs.: or 
i<\::c L . ·,:::<:,<,· ''.t::.i°;·/~· ><_\.: ·•. ··\/(;.j,~.,; -~".).:. -,' .' ; .,:,,.;/\ .. '._-> \,I' > , ' r<. . . 
' TENTS: ·' D·SVIDED ·av,_ NARROW-, STR'EETS ' lND ALLEYS, A~LOWll\lG. ' ROOM ·F-OR A 
\LAS.T MiJLT I TUDE TO PASS, AND SPACE FOR SMALL FI RES rOR THE PUR-
, -~ ,-f .. , ··• •. ,_.! ,i i .• s·:_:',/-_,-/·,,\!r_,,'l'-_~.,!_1·.·,.{.,,·.: ... ,;_,.~--•·~·;_:_ .. . .. ;,\ 
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AMONG ALL CLASSES. THE-Y WERE SOON ADOPTED IN VAR I OUS PARTS OF KEN-
T. UCKV AND EXTENDED OVER TO THE NORTH-WES TE.RN TERRITORY, NOW STATE 
Or Otno. THESE MEETINFS WERE CALLED· '"GENERAL... IT WAS PERHAPS IN 
. ·' .. 
I ;•• / 
t80t THAT ~ENERAL CAMP MEETINGS WERE HELri AT CABIN CREEK, ABOVE MAYS¥ 
VILLE:, KY.; CONDORD, BOURBON COUNTY; POINT PLEASANT; AND ONE ON IN-
DIAN CREEK, HARRISON COUNTY. THEY USUALLY CONTINUED FOUR OR FIVE 
DAYS AND NIGHTS; BUT THE KOST CELEBRATED OF ALL THE MEETINGS WAS 
r HE ONE HELD AT CAN~ RIDGE, SEVEN MILES FROM PARIS, KY., WHICH COM-
MENCED ON THE 6TH OF AUGUST AND CONTINUED A WEEK. THE NUMBER ATTEND-
iNG THI.S WAS ESTIMATED AT TWENTY THOU-SAND; AND IT WAS SUPPOSED THAT 
iHREE THOUSAND fELL TO THE GROUND UNDER THE MIGHTY POWER .OF GoD. HERE 
THE ERUNKARD, THE DEIST, THE NOMINAL PROFESSOR, INDEED ALL CLAS-
SES OF SINNERS, WERE PROSTRATED ON THE EARTH TOGETHER ,-\ND CONFESSED 
wlTH EQUAL FRANKNESS THAT THEY HAD NOT THE TRUE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD. 
AND MANY AROSE RELEASED FROM THE BURDEN OF SIN, BEING MADE "NEW CREA -
,.URES ll'1il CHRIST .. , _ THEY MINGLES THEIR VOICES TOGETHER IN Pi\APISE TO Goo 
FOR PARDONING MEROY. SOME OF THE SUBJECTS OF THIS GLORI OUS REVIVAL 
STILL LINGER ON THE EARTH; BUT MANY Of THEM, BOTH METHODISTS AND 
PRESSYTtRIANS HAVE LONG S INCE PASSED AWAY TO THEIR HOME IN HEAVEN. 
ON ACCOUNT OF OUR PRESENT DENSE POPULATION AND CONSEQUNT 
DIFFICULTY IN MAINTAINING GOOD ORDER AT -OUR CAMP MEEtlNGS THEY 
HAVE GIVEN WAY IN GREAT MEASURE, TO 11 PROTRACTED11 MEETINGS HELD IN 
CHURCHES, AND CHIEFLY IN THE WINTER SEASON. HE.NCE, -THERE ARE MANY NOW 
~ :' ··.~ .'(i~ ' .•. ,; . • . . 
.\ \ . _) ;} - , 
1
_;tV~i¼fij:~ .. ~e:,\Hoo, sr_. ~Pi sec.PAL CH.u~~," -. ~Ho. NEVER s;..w. ·.,._ .coNGRe:GAr.i"oN woR.-
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CtRCUMSTANCES '"\) •_ 
[T HAS LONG BEEN SAID, "NECESStTY IS THE MOT.HER. OF INVENTION;" 
.HENCE THE INVENTION OF CAMP MEETI-NGS, TO MEE.T THE.ElUGENCIES OF THE GI 
..,., -·. 
CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE OF THE WEST. THEY OR.I GI NAT ED IN THAT GREAT 
REVIVAL OF RELIGION WHICH COMMENCED AMONG THE METHODISTS AND PRESBYTER -: 
IANS IN THE YEAR l799 THROUGH THE INSTRUMENTALlTY Of TWO BROTHERS--
M1GE~- -ONE OF EACH DENOMINATION AND WHO FREQUENTLY HELD THEIR MEET -
, .. - • _,, i ...... - • . .• • . • ·--. • . 
rNGS TOGETHER, IN THE SOUTH PART Of KENTUCKY. THE HOUSES COULD NOT 011 
ACCOMODATE THE MULTITYDES THAT ATTENDED, AND ON THE APPROACH OF WARM 
WEATHER THEY WORSHIPPED IN GROVES. THE PEOPLE, MANY OF WHOM AT-
TENDED IN WAGONS, FROM A DI STANCE, BROUGHT WI TH THEM PROVIS I ON FOR 
THEIR FAMILIES AND HORSES. TENTS WERE SOON ADDED AS A MATTER OF CONV~ 
tENCE FOR LODGING; AND THE PEOPLE CONTINUED SEVERAL DAYS TOGETHER 
WORSHIPPING Goo, IN PREACHING AND HEARING THEWORD OF LIFE, SINGING APPR« 
PRtATE HYMNS AND SPIRITUAL SONGS, AND IN FERVENT PRAYER. THUS ORIGI -
NATED WHAT WAS AFTERWARD CALLED CAMP MEETINGS --SOMETHING LIKE THE 
ANCIENT 11 F'EAST OF' TABERNACLES"." 
: ' : .:· ~' "':: ·,f.i::.;//~' _· 
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PLACE f'OR LOUNGERS, AND MAY HEAVEN FORB lD IT EVER SHOU'LD, AND LEi. 
. . . . 
ALL THE PEOPLE SAY, AME'N. Tl:ll S PLAN CALLS rOR MEN TO CUT LOOSE 
FROM THE WORLD AND CAST IT BEHIND·. LET US lfAVE TH'E MEN WHO _ARE: CON-
STRAiN£D BY THE LOVE Of: GHRIST, MOVED· ev THE HOLY GHOST-~e:N: WHO CAN 
WALK HAND IN HAND WI TH POVERTY, - FOR TWICE TWENTY YEARS; THEN LEAVE 
THEIR WIDOWS TO TRUST IN THE LORD, AND THEIR FATHERLESS CHILDREN TO, 
ti 0) • . 
BE PROVIDED FOR AND PRESERVED ALIVE BY HIM. - ~- "A FEW MILES DISTANT FROM RAGAN 1S, ON THE YoUGHIGHENY RIVER, 
AND NEAR THE FOOT OF.THE MOUNTAIN, THEY OBTAINED A PREACHING PLACE, 
AT ONE fLAUGHERTY 1S AND HAINS', ON A FARM BE~ONGINT TO ZACHARIAH 
CONNELL, GRANDFATHER OF OUR ZACHARIAH CONNELL. HERE A SOSIETY WAS 
RASSED BY JACOB LURTIN- WHICH MR.CONNELL AND HIS NUMEROUS FAMILY AT-
TENDED,AND BECAME MEMBERS. AND THE FARM ITSELf BECAME.. THE SITE Of' 
THE TOWN OF' CONNELLSVlltE; AND CONNELLSVILLE IS NOW THE EMPORrUM OF' 
METHODISM IN AN EXTENSIVE TRACT OF COUNTRY". -
"BEFORE LEAVING BALTIMORE, MR.QUINN MADE KNOWN TO BISHOP ASBURY 
HIS INTENTION TO MARRY, WITH A VIEW TO OBTAINING HIS COUNSEL IN SO 
IMPORTANT A MATTER. THE MARRIAGE OF A MINISTER IS A MOMENTOUS EPOCH 
IN HIS HISTORY. IT IS NOT ONLY OF GREAT INTEREST TO HLMSELF AND THE 
LOVED ONE TO WHOM HE MAY PROPOSE HIS HEART AND HAND, BUT IS OF ,MUCH 
INTEREST TO THE MINISTRY AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE CHURCH TO WHICH HE 
.e,, . 
BELONGS; HEN9,,Yt THE PROPRIETY OF THAT RULE: 11TAKE NO STEP TOWARD 
MARRIAGE, WIT.HOUT FIRST 'coNSULTING WITH YOUR BRETHREN.It THE l'NTER-
( l ' ~tEW ~ITH THE BISHOP RESULTED IN _ THE FOLLO~ING DIALO~~I ~ :ii~~ B\~~~'.~ _;,;,j:;~ti~<~ 
_ :'.:f?: -··-:· · ,FJltsr PLtAS:A~1:LY ,.~9u,1Re:o, "How o~J? . ARE. vou?"' . "TwtN:-rY.~t ;ta"a.t .:ve:ARS_,t~ :,./,Ji\1i)1'. 
·•,.: , .. .;; · .. :. . .~ : f'::;'~~~.(' ~ ,~ 1-• . ' J ! ::•;•. __ .;· ': '·,-., ~• :. : ,I. 




ER. WHEN MEN ENTER THEl:R PROBATION, THEY HAVE MlNISTERIAL CHARAC-
TERS TO f'"ORM AND MINISTERIAL TALENTS TO EXHIB:lT, TO THE. SATISFACTION 
OF THE CHURCH. PRUDENCE SAYS THAT THEY OUGHT .TO FORM THAT CHARACTER 
AND EXHtBIT THOSE TALEN:TS BEFORE. T,HEY TAKE THAT lMPORTANT STEP. 
\ 
BUT FEW NOV ICES HAVE HAVE MIN I STER I AL WE.I GHt SUFFICIENT TO JUST I FY 
THEM IN B'RINGING THE EXPENSE OF A WIFE AND FAMILY ON THE CHUROH. 
THE PEOPLE WILL FEEL AND THEY WILL MAKE THE MEN FEEL; AND DEAR Sf STER 
OF SIXTEEN WILL FEEL, TOO. BESIDES, IN GREEN AGE, MEN DO NOT AL-
WAYS SELECT SUCH WOMEN AS THE APOSTLE SAYS THE WIVES OF DEACONS AND 
ELDERS MUST BE--SUCH AS MAY BE WHOLESOME EXAMPLES FOR THE FLOCK OF 
CHRIST. 
11WE LL' How NOW? - - LO CAT E? II 
"No, SIR; THAT IS NOT MY INTENTION. 11 
11 VERY WELL; SHOULD SUPPOSE. YOUR CALL WAS NOT OUT. SOME MEN -
MARRY FORTUNES, AND GO TO TAKE CARE OF THEM; SOME MEN MARRY WIVES, 
AND GO TO MAKE FORTUNES FOR THEM; AND THUS, WHEN FOR THE TIME, WE 
SHPULD HAVE AGE AND EXPERIENCE IN THE. MINISTRY, WE HAVE YOUTH AND IN-
EXPERIENCE; AND SUCH HAVE CHARGE --THIS NOT OF CHOICE, BUT NECESSITY. 
1NE MUST DO THE BEST WE CAN. 11 
SOON AFTER THIS CONVERSATION WITH BISHOP .ASBURY; MR.~INN LEFT 
BALTIMORE FOR THE FIELD OF LABOR ASSIGNED HIM. WE HAVE AMPLE EVIDENCE 
THAT MR.0UINN'S CONDUCT TOWARDS FEMALES WAS ALWAYS MARKED WITH PRU -
DENCE, WELL BECO~ING THE CHARACTER OF A CHRISTIAN AND THE DIGNITY OF 
A MI Nl STER. AND WHEN HE CONSIDERED IT -HIS DUTY TO ENTER INTO THE HOLY .fil 
! 
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••; t:·•:.~::; · SOL~ SE:RV rce:.. Ml ss T;,.L, 'WHO WAS A P 1ous· YOUNG WOMAN AND A. MEMBER 
OF THE SAME CHURCH, WAS CONSIDERED A VERT SUITABLE HELPMATE FOR 
MR .ty- rNN; AND, .IT APPEA~ED, SHE MADE HIM AN EXCELLENT WIFE. SHE· 
WAS THE DAUGHTER OF' EDWARD AND SARAH TEAL, WHO REMOVED FROM THE 
- I 
NEfGHBORHOOD Or BALTtMORE, '{HERE THEY WERE CONVERTED AND METHODIZED 
-
UNDER THE MINISTRY OF' AS BURY, BEFORE THE ~VOLUTION. THEIR BELOVED 
1 PATfENCE EXPERIENCED RELIGION UNDER THE MINISTRY OF' VALENTINE COOK, 
WHEN PR ES ID ING ELDER IN THE 'NEST IN 11796. 
AT THE TIME OF MR .QUINN 1S MARRIAGE NO PROVISION HAD BEEN MADE, -
OFFICIALLY, IN THE CHURCH TO MEET THE HOUSE RENT, FUEL,AND TABLE 
EXPENES OF MARRIED PREACHER$; AND LT IS PRESUMABLE THAT MRS .0UtNN 
WAS ACCOMODATED WITH A HOME IN HER FATHER'S HOUSE FOR THE PRINCl'PAL 
PART OF THIS CONGERENCE YEAR, WHILE MR. 0UINN TRAVELED AROUND AND 
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•. · ' · TERM oF SERVI cE ON REDSTONE, BE r NG TRANSFERRED To THE WESTERN CoN-
I . ,·, .. 
FERENcE, HE REMOVED HIS WIFE INTO THE VICINITY OF HIS FATHER-IN-
f I 
LAW'S I HERE HE BUILT A SMALL CABIN, JUST SUFFICIENT TO CONTAIN .THEIR 
Li TTLE PLAIN rURN I TURE • -1 TS DIMENSIONS WERE NOT MORE, PERt!AP.S.; 
THA'N TWELVE rEET BY FOURTEEN. SOON AFTER FITTING UP THIS LITTLE 
HABITATION FOR HIS WIFE HE LErT TO ATTEND THE CONFERENCE, WHICH WAS 
HELD AT MOUNT GERRIZIM CHURCH, NEAR CYNTHIANA, KY. OCTOBER 2, 1804. 
80SHOPS .l\ASBURY AND WHATCOAT BOTH FAILED TO REACH THE SEAT OF THE 
CONFERENCE, ON ACCOUNT OF AFFLICTION, AND WILLIAM McKENDREE WA~ ELECT 
ED TO PRESIDE OVER THEIR DELIBERATIONS. THEY OCCUPIED AN UPPER 
ROOM IN THE HOUSE OF MR.CoLEMAN, WHO WAS A TRUE FRIEND TO THE CHURCH. 
MR.QUINN SAYS, "I NEVER ATTENDED A CONFERENCE WHERE MORE OF THE DI-
VINE PRESENCE WAS REALIZED.u 
AT THIS SESSION THIRTY-SEVEN PREACHERS WERE STATIONED; AND 
JAMES 0 utNN AND JOHN MEEK WERE APPOINTED TO HoCKHOCKING. THIS CIR-
CUIT EMB RACED A ·VAST TERRITORY; NOT ONLY THE VALLEY OF THE STREAM BYII 
rHAT NAME, BUT THE SETTL~MENTS OF THE MUSKINGUM AND ON THE SCIOTO 
FROM THE HIGH BANK BELOW CHILICOTHE UP TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD WHERE 
COLUMBUS NOW STANDS, AND THE SETTLEMENTS ON MANY OTHER STREAMS. 
IN ATTENDING TO HIS WORK AT THOSE DISTANT POLNTS HE H~D, OF NECESSI-
TY TO BE A GREAT DEAL FROM HOME; AND WAS OFTEN COMPELLED TO LEAVE HIS 
WIFE · WITH NO OTHER COMPANY THAN THAT OF A LITTLE NIECE, -WHEN HE KNEW j,// 
HER VISITORS WOULD LIKELY BE MORE FREQUENTLY INDIANS THAN WHITE PER-
SONS• 
. ,_·.,• .. .. · 
"' ,. _ .,. J .4' 
HE, HOWEVER, COMMITTED HER -TO GOD AS TO A FAITHFUL CREATOR, AND 
' ·, : ~ . ~ . . 
IN THE LORD JEHOVAH , i, AND ALL WAS _i •!;!'~~~:\/: ;:' 
. -. _ ··:t:,J(: _ - -_ ·>) ':·.,: ': . - .. · . · · _':,);{( . ~~}1.J1t;·:_:, ,· ·:- -
CABIN WAS. THE BI RTH~PLACE OF 'ti·fE'H{ '-' F.1 RST -BORN. 
' • I • ' 11•~· ' •· • 
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SEEMED TO TAKE MUCH PLEASURE tN DE~CRIBING TO HER FRIENDS THE SIZE 
' :" I . • • _. / ¥ I ~,- •, t l ~ ...... •• . ., 
OF THE CABiN, AND THE LITTLE FURNITU.RE IT CONTAINED, IN CONTRAST 
WITH HER PRESENT SPACIOUS AND, CONVENIENT DWELLI.NG, AND OTHER F'AV-
oRAB~E CIRCUMSTANCES, AND HE WOULD AL'NAYS CLOSE BY SAVING, 11 1 HOP·E 
MY SARAH WILL NEVER BECOME ASHAMED OF HER HUMBLE BIRTH. 11 r.lE:AR THE 
CLOSE OF LIFE HE SEEMED TO HAVE A SPECIAL DELLGHT IN RELATING THE 
CIRCUMSTANCES OF HIS PRIVATCDNS, HARD LABORS, AND CONSEQUENT SUF-
FERING, LIKE THE OLD MARINER, WHO NEVER DESCANTS ON THE CLEAR SKY 
AND SMOOTH SEA, BUT ALWAYS TALKS OF THE smoRMS, AND OTHER PERILS 
OF THE DEEP; OR, LIKE THE OLD SOLD IRE, WHO DELIGHTS TO TELL OF 
THE HARDSHIPS OF HIS CAMPAIGN, AND SHOW HLS SCARS• TALES OF WOE 
ARE SOFTLY PLEASING, THOUGH THEY MAY SADD~N THE sou~. 
I HAVE HEARD HIM SAY THAT THE FIRST WHEAT FLOUR THEY EVER HAD 
IN THElR HOUSE, AND WHICH WAS SOME TIME AFTER THEY REMOVED TO OHIO, 
HE BROUGHT HOME ON HIS HORSE FROM A DISTANCE OF MORE THAN FORTY 
IT PORMED A MATTER OF SOME INTEREST, AND WHEN HIS GENER-
-
OUS WI FE HAD TAKEN OF THE FI NE FLOUR AND BAKED MANY 11 CAKES.11 , SO UN-
c·oMMON IN THAT REGION, SHE HAD SEVERAL INVITED GUESTS PRESENT TO 
PARTICIP.h.TE WITH THEM IN THE GREAT ~ARITY. 
ALTHOUGH MR.~UINN REFERS TO BUT TWO CAMP MEETINGS, YET HE NO 
DOUBT PRESIDED AT l4!0RE THAN TWELVE, ANNUALLY, WHILE ON A DISTRICT. 
THOSE MEETINGS WERE COMMON AT THAT PERIOD IN THE NEST THROUGHOUT 
THE· ENT I RE WARM SEASON OF THE YEAR; AND MR. QUINN USUALLY HELD ONE 
IN EACH CHARGE EVERY YEAR, AND FREQUENTLY--nvo. THESE MEETINGS 
WERE A SPECIAL ACCOMOD ATION tO THE SCATTERED POPULATION Of THE 
I 
1 Wts.r AT A PER100 WHEN ·cHuRcHES ~OR HOUSES oF w~RSH&P ._we:R:E re:w·, 
··, '..,· ,· . . .. '. ' 'i:ii: \'·_.· ,1_,' . .. •/' ' · . . -·'.·},:f{};},,-.:''· . .')/t···: ' ~ {' 
'AND VERY SMALL• We: CONTEMPLATE MEtHOD'!'SM LN ·r.H.t '• VARIOUS FEATURES ,:,. 
' ' ' ' ·- ·: 
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HAD DR, 8ASCOMLEF'T A RECORD OF 1fHE · PR I NC I PAL EVENTS OF Ht S EVENT -
, FUL LrFE, THE TASK OF HIS BIOGRAPHER HAD BEEN COMPARATIVELY EASY, 
AND HIS POSTHUMOUS FAME MIGHT HAVE BEEN WELL GUARDED; BUT, AS HE KEPT~ 
NO DAIRY--EXCEPT DURING TWO OR THREE BRIEF PERIODS--NO COPIES OF THE 
, 
NUMEROUS LETTERS WRITTEN BY HIMS ELF, AND ACTED AS IF HE l'NTENDED· TO -
- TO PREVENT HIS BIOGRAPHY FROM BElNG WRrTTEN, RATHER THAN TO AFFORD 
ANY FACILITIES FOR THE COMPILATION OF HIS PERSONAL HISTORY, HIS BIOGRAPHffi 
H, S BEEN LEFT TO GATHER UP MATERIAL FOR THE WORK FROM M[SCELLAN -
EOUS SOURCES AND BY PIECE- MEAL; BUT, CHIEFLY HE HAS BEEN COMPELLED 
TO DEPEND ON HIS OWN PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE AND RECOLLECTION OF THEE-
VENTS OF 0R.BASCOM 1 S LIFE. THIS STATE OF THINGS HAS RENDERED THE 
EXECUTION OF THE WORK DIFFICULT; AND THE WORK ITSELF, DOUBTLESS, IN 
SOME DEGREE, IMPERFECT. THERE WERE, IN THE LIFE OF BASCOM NUMEROUS 
1NCIDENTS OF DEEPLY INTERESTING 'CHARACTER WHICH WOULD HAVE GREATLY EN-
RICHED HIS B IOGRAPH_Y; BUT AS THE KNOWLEDGE OF THEM WAS SCATTERED 
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, AND IN THE KEEPING OF PERSONS WHO DID NOT 
CHOOSE TO FURNISH THEM AT THE CALL OF HIS WIDOW AND HIS Bil BIOGRAPHER 
, THE WORK HAD TO PROCEED WITH SUCH MATERIAL AS COULD BE RENDERED 
AVAILABLE. BUT EVEN UNDE~ THESE CIRCUMSTANCES OF DISADVANTAGE, THERE 
) 
HAS BEEN COLLECTED SUCH A FUND OF VALUABLE MATTER RESPECTING THE LIFE .. 
AND CHARACTER OF THIS GREAT MAN, AS OUGHT NOT TO BE LOST. 
DR . BASCOM WAS A CHARACTER--ORIGINAL, DISTINCT, SUI GENERIS--
EXHIBITING POINTS -OF IMPERFECTION OF COURSE; BUT AT THE SAME TIM E PO-
SESSING MANY AND EXTRAORDINARYXXK~Bl~«XKS EXCELLENCIESj --A MAN 
WHOSE BIOGRAPHY OUGHT TO BE GIVEN TO THE WORLD F'OR THE GRATIFICATION OF 
lii'IS .'. NtJ:MEROU-S FRIENDS, AND TH E PROFJ t "iNG OF ALL WHO ,.REA'P·,. , !N' 1.- TKE , 
. ~ ~ .. " .. ' ~- .. --, : - . ' ' _., .. ,· . ' ~ ~· .. •' .,.·,. ,· .. . . ·;· . . 
woND~RFUL POWERS A~D CH t EVMENTS or Hts GREAT I NTE(LECT, HE Is AN os-
. I . . . • . \ . • . 
·c-- ·, . 
.·-• \,I 
I 1 ;•' 
. •· .i 
AND I~ Hl:S UNTIRfNG INDUSTRY AND PERSEVERANCE: IN THE PURSUrT Or. , 
KNOWLEDGE,- - IN HIS BURNING ZEAL AND DEVOTION TO THE CAUSE OF Goo,--
tN HiS ACGIVE BENEVOLENCE, HIS FILIAL AFFECTION, AND HIS PIOUS AND - . . 
CONrlDING . TRUS·.T IN THE PROVIDENCE OF GOD, HE PRESENTS AN EXAMPLE WORTHY~ 
• _ , • ~ • ., • ~' • •• • ' - · • • I • • ' • • 
Or UNtVERSAL tMITATtON. fF HE HAD FAULTS~ OBSTINATE PERSISTENCE 
tN TKE WRONG WAS NOT ONE OF THEM; FOR THOUGH HE WAS A GIANT IN IN-
. . 
TELLECT, HE WAS A CH I LD IN DOC I LI TY AND READ I NESS TO RECEIVE CORRECT-
, . . . 
ION FROM H 1·s FRI ENDS • 
. . \ 
,, 
t4, t851, GIVES THE FOLLOWING AS HIS UNDERSTANDING OF THE MAT-
TER: ttlN · THE SPRING Of' 18H MR.GILMORE- AND YOUNG BASCOM CAME INTO 
!RE WATERS OF S_UGAR CREEK, IN .WHAT IS NOW BEDF'ORD COUNTY, PA •. · I KNEW 
BUT LI TTte:· OF HIM UNTIL THE . T tME REFERRED TO BY BROTHER BURCH, WHEN 
PREACHING AT CAPT. CtARK 1 S, AT OLD S-HESHEGOIN• THE YOUNG MAN CAME 
TEN MILES ON FOOT TO ATTEND THE MEETING. WHILE PREACHING I NOTICED 
HIM IN DEEP FEELING; AND IN- THE CLASS MEETING HE TOLD US THAT DURING 
THE MEETING, OR UNDER THE SERMON HE HAD FOUND PEACE WITH Goo,, AND 
oFF'ERED HIMS ELF F'OR MEMBERSH$P IN THE CHURCH, AND WAS RECEIVED. 11 
TKIS SEEMING DISAGREEMENT IN RECONCILABLE BY SUPPOSING THAT 
NO CHURCH ORGANIZATION EXISTED ON THE EXTREME FRONTIER WHERE HENRY 
WAS REALLY CONVERTED, AND THIS IS NEARLY CERTAIN FROM THE STATE-
MENTS OF MR.GtLMORE; AND THAT WHEN THE YOUNG STRANGER APPEARED 
IN MR. GRANT I S CO NGREGAT 1:0N UNDER 11 DEEP FEELI NG 11 , AND IN CL.ASS 
MEETING PROFESSED TO HAVE RECEIWED A GREAT BLESSING, AND THEN OFFER-
ED HIMSELF' FOR MEMBER-SHIP IT WAS VERY NATURAL THAT MR.GRANT SHOULD 
CONCLUDE THAT THIS WAS HIS FIR ';T PUBLIC PROFESSION OF RELIG-ION. 
THAT TH IS WAS A MI SA PPR EH ENS I ON, HOWEVER, IS EV I DENT, FOR BEFORE 
THIS TIME MR.GILMORE HAD BECOME SATISFIED WITH THE SOUNDNESS OF HENRY'S 
~ . 
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE, AND HAD CALLED ON HIM TO ~EXHORT IN PUBLICE, AS 
WE SHALL SEE PRESENTL~, FROM MR.GILMORE 1 S VERY INTERESTING NARRATIVE 
OF THE EVENTS OF THAT SPRING AND SUMMER. 
IN MY MIND, THEN, IT IS SETTLED THAT YOUNG BASCOM WAS CONVERT-
ED IN LITTLE .. VALLEY IN THE YEAR 1810; AND· THE FIRST OPPORTUNITY H~ 
. HAD OF' UNITING WITH THE CHURCH WAS IN TH .. E:' SPRING
0
_"'o'F' ':1s1 :i, AT OLI> -. 
... f • • ,, 
SHESHEGOIN, UNDER THE MINISTRY OF REV.MR.GRANT. 
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( ,' tHREE" MONTHS ·, N THE Y:EAR.'t IF' ,.·~·E·N·,. WE ASSUME THAT TlrE·'1 ACT.UAL . 
' I 
TrMt OF HIS AT<.TENDING THE. FIRST SCHOOL WAS SIX MONTHS AND THE SEC.• 
§NEJ THE SAME; SAY TWO AND ONE-HALF YEARS AT MOST WI TH MR .S l'MPSON, 
AND ONE YEAR WI TH MR .EVANS, THE 'M-!OLE SUM WOULD BE LESS THAN FI VE 
PAULS. PRE.STON, [SQ.; A SCHOOL MATE OF MR.BASCOM, SAYS 
THAT ONE OF HIS TEACHERS DECLARED _TO HIM THAT HENR..Y BASCOM WAS THE 
M<)ST APT STUDENT THAN EVER CAME. TO fH IS SCHOOL. 11 
MR.8ASCOM 1 S PARENTS REMOVED FROM HIS NATlVE PLACE, WHERE THEY 
HAD RESIDED NINETEEN YEARS, TO LITTLE VALLEY ON THE ALLEGHANY RIVER 
8ELOW OLEAN, OLEAN Po I NT, 1 N 'NE STERN NEW Yo RK, 1 N 1808. TH Is MUST 
HAVE BEEN THE DATE OF.THEIR REMOVAL, FOR HE TELLS US EXPLICITLY THATf 
IT OCCURED WHEN HE WAS TWELVE YEARS OLD, WHLCH, AS KE WAS BORN IN 
1796, WAS IN 1808. "IT IS TRUE, 11 HE SAYS IN A LETTER TO HIS OLD 
FRIEND, MR.PRESTON, WRrTTEN IN 1824, 11 MY FATHER REMOVED TO TH'E 
WEST IN 1812, 11 BUT THIS MUST BE UNDERSTOOD OF HIS REMOVAL FROM 
WESTERN NEW YORK TO THE FURTHER WEST- - T·o KENTUCKY, AND THEN TO OH 10;, 
FOR WE SHALL PRESENTLY FIND POSITIVE EVIDENCE THAT HE WAS IN WEST -
ERN NEW YORK AT AN EARLIER DATE. THAN 1812, AND THAT IN THAT YEAR 
HE REMOVED TO KENTUCKY. 
EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND TEN OR ELEVEN APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN THE 
DATE OF HIS CONVERSION; BUT THERE IS NOT PERFECT HARMONY AMONG THE ,, 
QITNESSES AS TO THE EXACT TIME AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF THAT EVENT. REV. 
JAMES GIUvlORE, WHO WAS INTIMATE WITH MR.BASCOM FROM THE AGE OF TEN 
YEARS SAYS THAT ON HIS RETURN TO LITTLE VALLEY IN 181 I HE LEARNED 
THAT LITTLE BE'BGRE TH IS 11 A METHOD I ST EXHORTER FROM THE EAST HAD 
. . 
MOVED TO THE LITTLE VALLEY; AND THROUGH HIS INSTRUMENTALITY ALM.OST 
ALL or THE 
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SCHOOL. WHEN ABOUT SEVEN YEARS OLD I WAS PLACED AT A SOMEWHAT 
BETTER SCHOOL, TT AUGHT , BY A MR.MAY ■ HE WAS, JUDGING FROM MY RECOL-
LECTIONS,- A GOOD COMMON SCHOOL T~CHER, AND ADVANCED ME CONSIDERABLY 11 
1N ' REAOING, WRITING, &c. ffE WAS, HOWEVER, VER~ SEVERE IN HIS 
DISCIPLINE, AND CHASTISING ME MOST UNMERCIFULLY UPON A TIME, AFTER 
I HAD BEEN WI TH HIM SEVERAL . MONTHS, I FLED FROM H lM IN GREAT ANGER 
AND RAN SEVERAL MILES HOME TO MY FATHERrS HOUSE WITHOUT STOPPING.it 
WHEN HE WAS ABOUT EIGHT MND A HALF YEARS Of AGE, AS IT APPEARS, 
MR. 8ASCOM 1 S PARENTS WERE VISITED BY A. RELATION RII OF THE FAMILY, 
HENRY BIDLEMAN, ESQ.~ WHO BEING PLEASED WITH HENRY KE PROPOSED THAT 
AS THE BOY HAD HIS NAME IN PART, IF THEY WOULD ADD THE BIDLEMAN, GIV-
1NG HIS NAME IN FULL, HE WOULD TAK~ HIM HOME AND SEND HIM TO SCHOOL. 
THE PROPOSAL WAS AGR~ED TO AND HENRY WENT HOME WITH MR.BIDLEMAN, 
WHO RESIDED AT EASTON, PA. AT THAT PL:ACE HE WENT TO SCHOOL FOR SOME J( 
rtME, OR RATHER AT GREENWICH, FOR IT APPEARS FROM HIS - -◊WN STATEMENT 
THAT THE SCHOOL WAS ON THE JERSEY SIDE OF THE RIVER. 
ttTHE COUNTRY ~ADEMY AT WHICH" I ,WAS NOW PLACED WAS TAUGHT BY 
MR.JOHN T. SlMPS0N, A MOST E.STIMABLE MAN, AS WELL AS ADMIRABLE TEACHER. 
HERE I REMAINED UNTIL WAS ABOUT ELEVEN YEARS oL·o, AND MY PROGRESS I i\J 
THE RUDIMENTAL LEARNING OF THE SCHOOL WAS, I BELIEVE, iNTIRELY SATISFAC-
T°RY TO THOSE INTERESTED IN MY WELFARE• FROM TH IS DATE UNTIL I WAS TWELVE 
YEARS OLD f WAS THE PUPIL OF MR.HENRY EVANS, OF WHOM I HAVE EVER CHER-
rSHED THE MOST GRATEFUL RE COLLECTIONS• AFTER MY SEPARATIONFROM THIS 
' . . 
!XCELLENT TEACHER. I WAS NEVER AT SCHOOL AG:AIN.'' 
I ' ' 
ffERE, WE HAVE TME WHOLE AMOUNT OF' MR.BASCOM 1S 
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EVEN rR0M TI-I Is AMOUNT A DEDUC-T"I C)N MUST~·:sE. MADE. 
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TO RELY UPON MY OWN IMPULES AS C:ORRECT•· FEARf"UL AND STARTLING 
WERE MY STRUGGLES WHEN A MERE CHILD, BETWEEN MY OWN SENSE OF WHAT 
I 
WAS RIGHT .AND ALLOWABLE, AN~THE VERY DIFFERENT DEC.ISIONS OF PARENTAL 
AUTHORITY. TO MY PARENTS I WAS NEVER DI.SOBEDIENT; MY AFF"ECTION FOR 
THEM ALWAYS HELD ME MORE THAT. THE STRENGH Of" LAW." 
MR. HOUK, WHO KNEW HIM FROM I NF ANCY, SAYS: "H·1 S CHARACTER IN 
BOYHOOD WAS IRREPROSCHABLE; HE WAS EVER KIND AND FORGIVING TO 
HIS PLAY MAYES AND FAITHFUL TO ANY tRUST COMMITTED TO HIS KEEPING; 
BUT HIS GREAT DELIGHT WAS IN RAFTING SMALL FLOATS AND SPORTING IN 
THE CLEAR WATERS OF THE DELAWARE. 11-
OF HIS EARLY YEARS AND HABITS, FIND THE FOLLOWING REMINIS-
CENCE ON A LOOSE SCRAP OF PAPER, DATED ;:\UGUSt, L8L4: 11WHILE SICK 
REVIEWED THE SCENES OF MY CHILDHOOD. I WAS BORN ON THE BANKS OF 
THE DELAWARE, WHERE MY PARENTS LIVED Nl~ETEEN YEARS• THE BEAUTIFUL 
RIVER ROLLED DOWN IN FRONT OF MY FATHER 1S DWELLING, OFFERING A 
THOUSAND SCENES FOR RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT'- - HUGH ROCKS OF ALL 
FORMS AND MAGNITUDES, BEAUTIFUL PEBBLES OF VARIOUS COLORS AND QUALI -
TIES WITH WHICH TO AMUSE MYSELF, THE PRIVILEGE OF WADING, BATHING, 
pLUNGING, SPORTING IN THE CLEAR WATERS OF THE DELAWARE, OR CATCHING THE 
FINNY TRIBES WITH HOOK AND LINE; OR, CASTING THESE ASIDE, I CLIMBED 
. . 
THE CRAGS AND PLUCKED THE WILD CHERRIES, THE HAW~ THE FRAGRANT PLUM; 
THEN TO THE FIELD TO SEEK THE LUSCIOUS MELON; AND THEN, TO CROWN ALL, 
RETURNED PRESSED DOWN WITH MY MELLOW LOAD TO PRESENT IT TO MY PAR-
ENTS, AND THEIR LITTLE PRATTLERS ■ 11 
. -· . . 
11WH'EN ABOUT rfVE YEARS Or AGE''' 
A SCHOO-t T:AUGMT BY A MI ss ,1UEONARD, A 
~ -
SAYS MR.BAS:~OM nr WAS PLACED AT 
MA} DEN LADY~ .'. .HERi I -~o"c>N--LEAR~~\;:. 
ED TO READ, SO AS TO TAKE GREAT DELIGHT .IN JUVENILE BOOKS, AND IN A 
.:.o-... · ·,: ·.· ··r ·,-_ {- · -~ . 
r /; 
ADM f NI STER THE:_ BAL:M OF , COMFORT TO THE CAST DOWN AND AFFL fCTEI>, --
A~D _ MANY A HUNTER AND RAFTSMAN, WEARY . AND HUNGRY, HAS HAD -ABUNDANT REASO 
,.0 IMPLORE THE BLESSlNG OF HEAVEN ON MRS.BASCOM; THEIR RECE_PTION 
WAS A"l'SAYS CORD I AL AND WELCOME; AND THE WEARY TRAVELER WAS SURE OF 
A HOME·UNDER HER ROOF. HER CHARACTER WAS WITHOUT SPOT OR BLEMISH 
THROUGHOUT HER LIF~.tt 
MR . AND MRS. BASCOM HAD EIGHT CHILDREN, ---EL IZABETH, HENRY 
BtDLEMAN, CLARA, SVLVANUS, GEORGE, ALPHEUS, HIRAM BAXTER, AND 
LEWIS• BY A SECOND WIFE MR.BASCOM, SR. HAD ONE CHILD--JOHN ELLI&; 
AND BY A TH I RD WI FE, THREE- --JAMES·, SAMUEL, fa ND HANNAH HOUK--- 1 N ALL 
TWELVE. 
YOUNG 8ASCOt-,1 GIVES THE FOLLOW I NG ACCOUNT OF HIS JUVENILE 
YEARS: 
"My PERSONAL RECOLLECT I CNS EXTEND FAR BACK• I HAVE DI ST I NCT 
AN D VIVID RECOLLECTIONS OF NUMEROUS OCCURRENCES CONNECTED WITH FOURTH 
YEAR OF MY LIFE. DURING INFANCY AND CHILD- HOOD MY HEALTH WAS PERFECT 
AND MY PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT, RAPID AND STEADY. I CAN NEVER FORGET 
THAT THE EARLY ELEMENTS OF ENJOYMENT WERE SOUGHT AND FOUND IN PERPETUAL 
ACTIVITY; RUNNING, LEAPING, CLIM31NG, AND LIKE WERE MY DAILY TACTICS .. 
MY MEAT AND DRINK. THE LOVE OF ADVENTURE WAS A PASSION, AND ITS CHAN-
cES ALNAYS LED ME INTO TEMPTATION. MY ADVENTURES WERE RARELY SHAR -
' 
ED BY ANOTHER; ~N ENTHUIASTIC LOVE OF NATURE LED ME TO SEEK SOLI-
TUDE AND TO SHUN SOCIETY ■ SOCIAL Ml SCHIED I NEVER WAS ADDICTED TO. 
I WAS FROM NATURE, ADVERSE TO I Tj THE USUAL PETTY OR : MORE SER i OUS 
CRn-4is Of CHILDHOOD I RARE (Y ; E_VER coMM'.:f'fr-ED~ : BUJ t'. WAs: NOT WITH-
.:·:.\ _ .. 
• • • > • 
oUT FAULTS, BY ANY MEANS-- ! '!/AS PASSIONATE AND INDOCILE. \ I MET 
,' . . ,, 
'· ,_:, ;-; : /'lb i '-'., i. ,· ,, '' •._ .• <• ,·,;· .. 
) > 
COUNTRY--! NEVER EXPECT TO SEE IT, 11 &·c • 
, , 
OF HIS MOTHER MR.BASCOM GI ES THE f'OLLOWl'NG GENERAL. AC-
COUNT: "MV MOTHER WAS A .. GERMAN Of THE Bl~LEMAN FAMILY, OF GREENWIQ-1, 
N".J'. HER EDUCATION, TRAINING~ LANGUAGE AND· HABITS, HOWEVER, WERE 
ENGLISH. SHE WAS NATURALLY SENSIBLE AND SPRIGHTLY; A WOMAN OF AR-
DENT FEELINGS, BUT OF STRONG AND INGENUOUS PURPOSE, COMBINING IN NO 
ORD I NARY DEGREE. NATURAL V l VA-CI TY AND PLAYFULNESS. OF TEMPERAMENT, 
WITH GREAT RE.SOLUTION AND DECISION OF CHARACTER. MY MOTH ER OWED 
N')THING TO THE PHILOSOPHY Of MODERN REFINEMENT, AND WAS TOO AM~I -
TI OUS NOT TO REGRET IT; YET I HAVE KNOWN FEW WOMEN WHO POSESSED A LAR -
GER SHARE OF THE POETRY OF FEELING.tt· 
MR .HOUK, 'THE AGED RE LAT I VE REFERRED TO B-EFORE, GIVES A FULLER 
AND MORE DETAILED ACCOUNT Of' HER: "HANNAH HOUK, THE MOTHER OF 
H.8.BASC0M, WAS BORN IN GREENWICH, SUSSES COUNTY, N.J., OPPOAITE 
EASTON, PA. IN 1772. HER FATHER 1S NAME WAS GEORGE HOUK. AND THE 
MAIDEN NAME OF HER MOTHER, ROSANNA BIDLEMAN. IN 1788, THEY REMOVED 
TO SULLIVAN COUNTY, N. Y., ANn ABOUT THREE YEARS AFTERWARDS TO HAN-
COCK, DELAWARE CouNTY, N. Y., (THE PLACE DESCRIBED ABOVE AS MR. 
8ASCOM 1 S BIRTH - PLACE). SOON AFTER SETTLING IN THE LAST NAMED PLACE .. 
HANNAH WAS MARRIED TO :~_LPHAEUS BASCOM, AND THEY SETTLED ON THE SAME 
HER 
FARM WITH lMXX~ PARENTS, NOT MORE THAN A STONE 1S THROW DISTANT, WHERE 
THE LATE 8rSHOP BASCOM WAS BORN. A LARGE PILE Of ROUGH STONES~ THE 
RUDE REMAINS OF THE FALLEN CHIMNEY, STILL MARKS THE SPOT WHERE THE NO -
BLE AND ELOQUENT ff. 8. BASCOM· FIRST BREATl:fED _ THE'. VITAL A I_R. i!,:)-{if::.:·' _ 
, tiTo KNOW HANNA~, HOIJK BA°scoM _' WAJ ·TO Lov e;',:H,tR •. · IN' DRES$:'($ H,E WAS, 
I ,' . ' • ' • ' , ' • ' ' , • -, ' , ' , • • • <Y~:f,\l;J , (·/ 
-8-
CONFLICTING STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN PUBLlSHED SINCE HIS DEATH, SOME OF 
WH I C1i ARE- S 1· NGULARLV APOCRYPHAL AND ABSU-RD. ON THE -AUTHOR I TY OF' 
,;; 
FOUR OR FI VE OF HIS NEAR RE.LAT IONS AND EARLY SCH.OOL MATES, AND 
PAETfCULARLY OF A VENERABLE RELATIVE WHO IS INTIMATE WITH HIS FAMILY 
HI STORY, WE A RE, HOWEVER, ABLE TO SETTLE TH IS MATTER CORRECTLY AND 
WITH CERTAINTY. 
HE WAS BORN ON THE EAST BANK OF THE EAST BRANCH OF DELAWARE 
RIVER, IN THE TOWN OF HANCOCK, DELAWARE COUNTY, NEW YORK, TWO MILES 
FROM THE' JUNCTION OF THE EAST AND WEST BRANCHES OD THE DELAWARE, AND/, 
TWO FROM (THE NOW) CHEHOCTON VILLAGE, ON THE NEW YORK & ERIE RAILROAD. 
RESPECTING HIS PATERNAL ANCESTORS, HE SAYS: 
ulT WOULD SEEM FROM FAMILY RECORDS AND TRADITIONS, THAT I AM PAT~R-
' NALLY o;sc~NDED _FROM A FRENCH HUGUENOT FAMILY, WHICH, DIRVEN F~OM 
FRANCE av THE REVOCATION OF THE EDl~T OF NANTZ, SETTLED IN ONE OF THE 
BORDER COUNT I ES NEAR THE CLYDE. f T APPEARS, FURTHE_R, THAT THREE BROTHERS 
DESCENDANTS OF THIS FAMILY, DURING THE CIVIL DISTURBANCES AND RELIGIOUS 
' . . -
OPPRESSfON WHICH DROVE SO MANY OF THE ENGLISH PURITANS FROM THE LAND OF 
THEIR BIRTH, EMIGRATED TO THE THEN NEW AND FEEBLE COLONIES OF NORTH 
.AMERICA• Two OF THE BROTHERS REMIANED; THE THIRS, BE ► NG DISSATISFIED, 
REMOVED TO ONE OF THE ENGLISH WEST INDIES ISLANDS. THt REMAINING TWO 
SETTLED IN MASSACHUSETTS. SUBSEQUENTLY, A DIVISION OF THE FAMILY RE-
, MOVED TO NEW YORK; OF THAT BRAN.CH OF THE FAMILY I AM A DESCENDANT,u 
f HAVE: BEFORE ME A GENEROLICAL TABLE OF THE BASCOM F'AMI LV, GOING 
- BACK TO TKE YEAR L650, 
.. .. - -· • · .~-
,·. 
rN WH'rCH YEAR - t1THOMAS BASCOM CAME FROM -T~E. N'.ORTH 
· • • • : •, ~-· ·-1 •· . • • :~ . .• • . ~-•.:· • r - ';:.··i~I~kt~:t•::-'_\ 
1 N NoRnr:AM~toN, ·· MASSAcHuse:Tfs';." AND A LEffe:il -
. ; . ._ l 
·.1-. H~C~ \ "., ,.i'.:i·.,., . ...  ~ .. ~- ·1 '\f J-'>: ( · """./· 
~: .. ·~• .';~ xj• :t•~l':J~.1,·~~- /,.,. ;. J.; t~ ~ 'f '(}i .. .-
,_.J, c..·., \V ~,:•
1
a .. tt.1~·l r !1~x--- t1,:,.'i.· 1"1.); { .\; ·-:~·.-c,:. ~{,~·~"' 1\/\;i~; ;;~ · ,, ~·,t .. ~ .~,.' -..: : .~, 
. _:, •. :i_'.-.. ~•;,·-,: .. •. . ,ff:,.~-11 ·· l\>'• .. ,:. ,\;·. <·t • ' ... , • • . :;:_.,. ":\ '• i,;4" j 1l;• 1,,;'\,/~ , ,: t·. , ... ·-c.1,. ~ 
• ... '. ,I' 
J : ; ·:· ·- ~ }·' i • ,..: • '· . \.' \.- : ~ • . : .- ..•• - • • . -· . . ,• " -- •· .. . ..... ' .· .. 
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t ·) :/~;, .. ,.,_•, 1 ••, 1--I EXPECT ON TOMORROW AND NE.XT -DAY ( !O COMPLETE . M.~ _. LABORS ON 
Sr NCE NOGEMBE'R; r 814, 
( , •. ,; . 
T~IS CfRCUrT, AND IN THIS PART OF THE WORLD ■ 
I HAVE TRAVELED THREE THOUS.AND MI LES' AND PREACHED TO FOUR HUN-
DRED CONGREGATIONS; AND FROM THE PUBLIC, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF 
A FEW PRIVATE GIFTS, I HAVE RECEIVED '$l2.1I0 11 .. THlNK OF A 
I , a . 
GIFTED YOUNG MAN PREACHING ELOQUENT SERMONS AT THE RATE OF 
TH.REE CENTS EACH, AND THEN SEVEN OR EIGHT MILES OF ROUGH TRAV-
EL THROWN IN 'NITH EACH SERMON. 'VAS HE NOT DISHEARTENED UNDER 
THOSE CIRCUMSTANCES AND TEMPTED TO ACCEPT OFFERS OF LUCRATIVE PO-
SITIONS WHICH WERE OPEN TO HIM? HIS OWN NOBLE RESP ONSE TO THIS 
INQUIRY IS WORTHY OF THE MAN, AND WORTHY OF THE HOLY CAUSE IN 
WHICH HE WAS ENGAGED. HEAP IT: 'Bur NONE OF THESE THINGS MOVE ME. I 
I POSESS A SETTLED CONSCIOUSNESS THAT I DID NOT ENGAGE IN THE 
MIN I STRY TO .ACCUMULATE WEAL TH, AND WHEN I MEET ·.VI TH TR I ALS AND 
DISPARAGEMENTS, I AM NOT AA~ ALL DISAPPOINTED, BUT MEET WITH 
FIR~NESS WHAT I HAD ANTICIPATED, NOT WITH FEAR ■ I CAN GET, AS 
SOON AS I ~LEASE $500.00 PER ANNUM FOR MY SERVICES. 8UT NO, 
18LL TRAVEL, AND TRY TO POSESS THE SPIRIT OF GOODNESS AND UNI -
VERSAL BENEVOLENCE. fi So FAR WAS HE FROM REGARDING THIS TOIL-
SOME: ,ti,ND Ui• JCOMPENSATED WORK AS UNWORTHY HIS ALRE\\DY POPULAR TAL-
ENTS HE RATHER MOURNS HIS WANT OF QUAL IFICATION FOR THE HONOR -
.. 
ABLE VOCATION OF A GOSPEL M1$SIONARY. "My MORTIFICATION IS 
GREAT," HE ADDS, 11 UNDER THE CONSIDERATION OF MY INCAP AC ITY TO SERVE 
PUBLIC AS OUGHT, IN ORDER TO ATTRACT ATTENTION AND EXDEL IN PREACHING 
Bur WHILE FEEL AN I MAT I NG ~OOl(fKII(~ FI RES IN MY VE I NS 1-' LL PREACH 
-H1s GOSPEL WHO GAVE ME POWER TO PREACH. 11 To APPRECIATE . THESE NO-
9LE S_ENT_t'MENTS, IT ' MU ST , B~_; KE~T IN MIN.D 1HAT THEY WERE UTTERED ·<\-
r BY A po'~u~AR AND;:/ ~:T;RACT'ltE:· YOU~G ~~'N' OF NINETEEN SUMMERS, AT THE 
1· · 
PER.1;0D OF,, CLOSING HIS L:"80RS,. PRl)/ATIIONS, _AND PERI.LS- IN HIS MOUN_;'.· :'{1,,:, 
__ // .--
'.,, 
• I ~, • f 
ED HfS RANGE OF KNOWLEDGE BOTH 0F,BO0KS AND MEN, BUT BY CONTACT WlTH 
THE MOR~ tNTELL.IGENT OF SOCI ETY, HE HAD BEEN ENABLED TO CAST OFF' THE 
BASHFULNESS OF THE INEXPERIENCED BOY AND TAKE ON THE APPEARANCE AND 
pOLtS*-f OF CULTIVATED MANHOOD. HE HAD RISEN RAPIDLY AND HAD AL-
READY BECOME VERY POPULAR WITH A LARGE AND INFLUENTIAL PORTION OF SO-
CIETY. OF ALL THIS HE COULD NOT BE UNCONSCIOUS, AND AS HE HAD 
LABORED MOST DILIGENTLY THROUGH - OUT THE YEAR-- IN THE rWORK ASSIGNED 
HIM, PERFORMED LONG RI DES, ENDURED SEVERE HARDSHIPS., PREACHED MUCH, 
AND ATTENDED TO ALL THE DETAILS OF PASTORAL WORK, HE FONDLY HOPED" 
THE CONFERENCE WOULD REJOICE IN HIS PROSPERITY AND CHEER HIM ON 
WITH AN ENCOURAGING "WELL DONE GOOD AND FAITHFUL SERVANT; 11 BUT 
MOST OF THE VERY ~AUSES WHICH TENDED TO GIVE·HIM POPULARITY WITH 
THE GREAT WORLD, WROUGHT IN THE MINDS OF MANY OF HIS PLAIN, 
plOUS, OLD- FASHIONED BRETHREN OF THE CONFERENCE A RESULT ENTIRE-
LY DIFFERENT. 
) 
WHAT WERE THOSE CAUSES• HIS PERSONAL APPEARANCE WAS EX -
CEEDINGLY ATTRACTIVE--HIS FORM WAS IN ALL RESPECTS ONE OF THE MOST 
PE~FECT THAT NATURE EVER MOULDED, AND IN HIS FEATURES WAS AS MUCH OF 
MANY BEAUTY AS CAN CONSIST WITH THE HIGHEST EXPRE i SION OF MENTAL .. 
. 
POWER HIS MOVEMENTS WERE RATHER ELASTIC AND GRACEFUL, THAN STAID AND 
PREACHER - LIKE. HIS APPAREL WAS NEAT, AND IN FASHION DIFFERED LIT -
TLE FROM THE STYLE OF THAT . WORN BY SECULAR GENTLEMEN OF RE.SPECTA-
BILITV; AND THEN, AS HAS BEEN REMARKED, HIS STYLE WAS HIGHLY ORNATE. 
HE 'WAS'' TO BE SURE,. ,VERY ZEALOUS IN HI s ' APPEALS' ' PO I N.tED _ I NJ RE-
t: •_ ··., -·. · -.:.:.~-;. ' ''_.- \ __ . ,_,, .. .. -· ·, .. ~-:.-~--~ .. -, . .. ·t·, .. 
'6UKtNG 's'iN 'At.jb A'LMOST l'IARSH0 '" iN . DENOUN<f 1't-.iG THE TER,RORS :of THE LAW' I' 
· ':,;,}': \ · fr·· . . _ ,,:',/· ·;.>;, , ,·/· .,}f/)t'.''.I,, · ' • , · · ., 
\ 
':· ',f'•,'.,;~ ,_.:;>~ /dft: :?:t/:}\ 
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AGAfNST THE 1MPENITENT: AND INCORRIGIBLE; YET THE THUNDER-
1NGS OF StNAf AS THEY CAME FROM HIS FLUENT TONGUE, S: UNDED ELO -
QUENTLY EVEN IN THE EARS OF THOSE AGAINST WHOM THEY WERE HURLED; 
AND WHILE THEY TREMBL ES BENEATH THE POWER OF HIS TERRrSLE WORDS, THEY 
sUT ADMIRED AND LOVED HLM THE MORE FOR THE FERVOR AND FORCEFULNESS 
OF HIS APPEALS. 
SUCH A MAN- - A YOUTH OF EIGHTEEN SUMMERS, OF ELEGANT PER-
SON, APPA REL AND ADDRESS, AFTER WHOM THE LEARNED, THE WEALTHY, 
AND FASHOONABLE WERE RUNNING, AND WITH WHOM HE WAS BECOMING AN 
IDOL, WAS NOT THE MAN TO GET ON WITHOUT SOME DIFFICULTIES AMONG 
THt METHODISTS AND METHODIST PREACHERS OF PIKE-STFF PLAINNESS OF 
THAT DAY, AND ON THE STILL SPARSELY SETTLED FRONTIER. ACCORDINGLY, 
eN GO I NG TO CONFERENCE, THOUGH HE HAD MADE SOME· FAST FR I ENDS, 
HE YET MET COLDNE SS IN MANY FRO M WHOM HE LOOKED FOR CORDIALITY 
AA'ID ENCOURAGEMENT. THIS HE FELT ACUTELY, FOR HIS SENSO:BILITY WAS 
EXQUISITE. 
AS HE HAD SERVED IN THE REGULAR WORK BUT ONE YEAR, THE ONLY 
QUESTION IN HIS CASE WAS AS TO HIS CONTINUANCE ON TRIAL FOR ANOTH -
ER YEAR; YET THERE WERE OBJECTIONS, EVEN TO THIS• WHAT OB-
JECTIONS WERE URGED AGAINST HIM IN CO NFERENCE i DQ NOT KNOW WITH CER -.. 
TAINTY, BUT IN, AND OUT OF DOORS, THERE WERE MANY. IT WAS SAID: 
"HE GETS HIS SERMONS FROM BOOKS, AND MEMORIZES THEM;" BUT WHEN 
THEY COULD NOT BE FOUND IN BOOKS, IT WAS CONCLUDED THAT HIS DIS -
COURSES WERE WRITTEN OUT AT LENGTH AND COMMITTED TO MEMORY. THIS, 
H?WEVER, WAS AS TOTAL A MISTAKE: AS .THE OTHER: HE DIP .NEITHER. 
But, WORst ·srJLL·, . l_'t-' w~s ·'.' s~fD' ''.Ht :'1'$-· PR0UD 11 --"A: CLE,~ IC.AL'';} op•t _ 
: . ·.·· : ·,,P .. • ~, '._ · ·.. . • . _.,?;' ; -~-,-~- , 1.1•~<:,_.,· "' 
ltAMBITfOUS AND ASPIRl'NG," AND THE t 'ARGER PART SEEMED TO TAKE IT :,~ 
· ....._ It· •' · · , ,., · • _:• · , , 
,' ,. F'OR GRANTED THAT HE -WOLi.LO , NOT ;REMAIN ' LON'.G A Me:THOD.IST PRE~Cl-lER 
-· .., ..... 
fj{; /)(,IJ_'J,L.; 
,1i\1)~ --~?:~ ~~1t, _ .. 
Jti: . :lV,~~1t-
• . . - ·1 · , . 
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.·. 
• ~1 ' •. •• : ' .• 
T~A.'!: H~_: WO(l~D JURN ._L~WYER, OR "TAKE' T'HE GOWN't- - THAT Ht 
RAD NOT PRINCIPLE AND F'IRMNESS TO WITHSTAND THE CARESSES OF THE 
·GREAT AND THE TI DE OF' POPULAR I TY FLOW I NG IN UPON H l'M FROM THE 
WORLDi AND THAT THE MATTER HAD BETTER BE PUT TO THE TEST AT ONCE • 
. --· . . . 
AND, SO IT WAS• THAT REGION OF WESTERN VIRGINIA LVrNG ALONG. AND BE-
TWEEN THE GUYA DOTTE AND GREAT KANAWHA RIVERS AND THEN BELONG I f-;JG 
T(? ~USK l,NG~M. ? I S_TR I __ CT, WAS _EMBRACED . IN ONE CIRCUIT, CALLED ''GUYANDOTTE 11 
f T ~V'AS A WILD, ROUGH COUNTRY, NOT INAPTLY SYMBOLIZING THE GENERAL 
..... . , .. .. .. •·-· . - ., ' ' ·- . . - •- - -. . •· . 
CHARACTER OF ITS FOPULATION AT THAT TrME 0 THIS CIRCUIT WAS FRE-
- • • • ' • • - ' - • • I - •·• ,., - • . ~ _. I • . • 
QUENTJLY STYLES THE BOTANY 8AY 11 OF THE CONFERENCE, TO WHICH THE 
RE.FRACTORY OR UNCOMPROMISING WERE SENT T0 11 BREAK THEM IN': OR 
11 DR I VE THEM OFF 11 IF INCURABLE. To TH IS CIRCUIT BASCOM WAS SENT, «. 
AND WITHOUT ASSISTANT OR COLLEAGUE; AND MANY WERE THE PROUD PRE-
DICTIONS THAT HIS PROUD SPIRIT WOULD NOT SUBMLT. 
(NOTE'): 8A5CQM:;· :IT '. APPEARS, IHD . f\10T':ATTEND THE CONFERENCE, OW I I\JG 
PROBABLY TO HIS STEEL VERY FEEBLE STATE OF HEALTH; AND W~ 
WHEN CONFERENCE WAS ENDED NO ONE TOOK THE TROUBLE TO INFORM HIM 
WHAT DISPOSITION WAS MADE OF 'HIS CASE, NOR WHERE HE WAS TO LABOR 
FOR THE ENSUING YEAR• IN THIS STATE OF SUSPENSE HE REQUESTED A 
RUSTIC TO MAKE INQUIRY OF ONE OF THE PREACHERS FOR THE DESIRED 
1NFORMATION; AND HIS PAINFUL SUSPENSE WAS TERMINATED BY THE RE-
CEIPT OF A LETTER FROM HIS UNPOLISHED FRIEND, THE LITERATURE OF 
WHICH SEEMED IN ADMIRABLE KEEPING WITH THE INTELLIGENCE IT CON-
VEYED IT IS A LITERARY CURIOSITY, AND AS SUCH IS HERE INSERT -
,· .. ;' 
' :\· - \~ '. 
; ~: ~ 
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.... SEPTEMBER 29, {8(4. 
~ ,J • ;:.~(• 
·4GREE~~~L TO . YOUR REQUEST ' l .HAVt INQUl~D FdR YOUR OPOfNT-
MENT BR OUJNN INFORMS Me: THAT YOU ARE APPOINTED TO GIONDOT 
CU RCIT AND IN ORDER FOR YOU TO FIND IT YOU MUST~ DOWN '· 
HOWKEN (Hoc:KHOCKING)) TO ATHENS AND TH.EN INQUIRE THE RODE FOR 
GALEPELECE (GALLIPOLIS) AND YOU WILL THERE FIND YOUR CURKETH . u 
Now, 11 GALEP I ECE 11 WAS NOT IN HI s itcuRKET 11 AT ALL, NOR EVEN 
1N THE SAME STATE WITH IT, YET WITH THIS CARD OF DIRECTIONS BAS -
COM HAD TO START . IN QUEST OF HIS FI ELD OF LABOR, AND FI ND HIS 
ttcuRKET 11 AS BEST HE COULD. 
Nor A FEW EXPECTED, AND EVEN HIS FRIENDS FEAR~D, THAT HE w~~ 
WOULD REFUSE TO GO, AND WOULD WITH - DRAW FROM THE CHURC-H, OR AT LEAS!" 
FROM THE CONFERENCE. LITTLE DID THEY KNOW OF WHAT STUBF. HE WAS 
MADE ■ No DOUBT HE WAS ONE OF.THE LAST MEN IN THAT CONFERENCE- - IF 
1NDEED NOT THE VERY LAST, WHO COULD HAVE BEEN DRIVEN TO SUCH A 
HE TOOK LEAVE OF HIS FR I ENDS, MOUNTED HIS HORSE; AND WAS, 
1N DUE TIME, ON HIS WAY TO THE MOUNTAINS AND VALLEYS OF GUYANDOTTE 
AND~~ KENHAWA. HERE HE FOUDD LONG RIDES, ROUGH ROADS, 
DIFFICULT STREAMS, HARD LABOR, COARSE FARE AND LEAN COMPENSATION. 
YET, NOTHING DAUNTED, HE PRESSED THROUGH ALL DIFFIC~LTIES AND PER -
FORMED WITH DIDELITY THE ARDUOUS LABORS ASSIGNED TO HIM. 
ON TH IS CIRCUIT 8ASCOM 1 S LABORS WERE SO ABUNDANT THAT HIS 
T~ME FOR READING AND STUDY, AS WELL AS HIS GENERAL OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR IMPROV EMENT, WERE VERY LIMITED; YET, SUCH' A MAN AS HE WILL 
ALWAYS MAKE OPPORTUNITIES ,FOR IMPROVEMENT WHEN POSS 1.BLE• IN ' WIN-
, I ' 0 ·, • 
,:..: . , ~ . . .. . . ; , •' _, \ /.t;'..- .. . : . :· . . t , • · _ · - ,. <1.:r;'/ , - · · · : : 
't'tR TH I s,·•wAs ,'.Bit FF f cuC,-, ~A·s IN MANY or ·rHe: FAM I LI Es' wHe:·Re:··:·wf 
·,.: , .. 
., ·c •:•:•~-~~j: ..-i?•~/\~ a·: , /. i '. ~,: ,•: ,, , • . ' , '_'.;, 
' • ~ ~ , , ., • • ! ; ; • . ... • • ' . 1 . • • ,- • 
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. ,_ •· 
.TARRfED; PROBABLY IN MOST OF THEM, THE.RE WAS BUT ONE· 
ROOM FOR ALL USES AND FOR ALL PERSONS; AND THEREFORE TH£ CHANCES 
FOR QUIET STUDY WITHIN DOORS WERE: SMALL; BUT WHEN GENIAL SPRING 
AND WARMER SUMMER GAVE TO THE LOVER OF NATURE AND Of STUDY THE: 
lfREE RANGE: OF' THE FOREST, HE HAJ;) A WI DE ·-;;OODLAND CHAMBER FOR 
STUDY, WHICH HE PREFE.RRED TO ALL OTHERS' HE WAS INDEED, AN EN -
rHUSIASTIC VOTARY Of NATURE, AND DEARLY LOVED HER WILD AND WOODY 
HAUNTS• WHEN HE HAD DONE THE TRAVELING, PREACHING, AND CLASS-
LEADING FOR THE DAY IT WAS HIS CUSTOM TO TAKE A BOOK AND WAN-
oER INTO _THE WOODS, WHERE HE NOT INFREQUENTLY REMA.IN.ED UNTIL THE 
FALL OF DUSKY TWI - LIGHT, OR THE HOOTING Of THE MOUNTAIN OWL AD-
"MONISHED HIM THAT IT Wf S TIME TO RETURN. 
ON ONE Of THESE OCCASIONS, HAVING FINISHED THE REGULAR WORK 
' 
Of THE DAV, AND PARTAKEN Of . HIS FRUGAL REPAST WITH THE HOSPITA -
9LE fAMILY WHERE HE SOJOURNED·, HE TOOK HIS BOOK, ttBEATlE ON 
TRUTH" AND SOUGHT THE WOODS• SOON, HE ENTERED A SWEET, WILD VALLEY 
THAT NESTLED DOWN BETWEEN TWO LOFTY MOUNTAINS WHICH ROSE ON EITHER 
SIDE, AS If TO GUARD HIS SACRED RETREAT; HE FOLLOWED UP THE LOVE-
LY DELL UNTIL HIS EYE RESTED ON A LARGE, SPREADING THORN TREE, 
WHICH, IN ADDITION TO HIS OWN DENSE FOLIAGE, WAS ALL INTERWOVEN .. 
AND MANTLED OVER WITH A TH CUSAND TENDRILS, AND BROAD LEAVES Of A LUX-
URIANT GRAPE VINE, PRESENTING A SHADE Of INVITING COOLNESS, AND A 
SWARDED CARPET OF REFRESHING GREEN• THITHER HE WENT; AND, DELIGHT -
tD, CAST HI MS ELF UPON TH IS COOL LAP OF NATURE. TO ENJOY UND I STU RB ED 
ITS DELICIOUS LUXURY. 
, . 1 
. ; ... ,--:.··;: ~ ' 
' : · .. >\·~ 
,; • .>:'\ ' 
• I - • • 
s.~'r_, ·SDARCELV HAD HE OPENED THE VOLUME iN ;.~1s:: ··H~·NI? ~HEN A 
..._ 
' -.. -~ ,. .... .; -- . 
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.. 
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WHEN A SENSE Ot INQUIETUD~ CAME OVER HiM, AND HE COULD NOT COM-
pOSE HIS MIND TO READ IN VAIN HE ATTEMPTED TO REASON Hl,MSELF' 
rNTO COMPOSURE; IN VAIN HE ASSURED HIMSELF THAT MORE CHARMrNG 
SPOT COULD NOT BE .FOUND IN .Tl:iE WIDE· FOREST THAN HE THEN OCCUPIED; HIS 
' RESTLESSNESS BUT rNCREASED UNTIL IT AROSE TO NERVOUS EXCITEMENT; 
AND SELF- REPROACHINGLY, HE ROSE UP AND WALKED FROM THE SPOT. 
JUST AS HE DID so, THE FRIEND WITH WHOM HE TARRIED, STARTING ON A 
GUNNING EXPEDITION, APPROACHED HIM, AND THEY MET A FEW PACES FROM THE 
TREE. AT THIS CONJU~CTURE, THE PRACTICED EYE OF THE HUNTER DIS-
I 
COVERED WHAT BASCOM SHAD FAILED TO DETECT; IN A MOMENT HIS PIECE 
WAS LEVELED, THE SHARP CRACK OF TH E RIFLE RANG UP THE VALLEY, AND 
AS I TS' ECHO C.A.ME BACK F_ROM THE ADJACENT HILLS, A HUGH, FERoc ·1 OUS 
PANTHER DROPPED FROM ITS CONCEALMENT AMONG THE VINE - COVERED 
BOUGHS OF THE THORN TREE AND FELL DEAD ON THE VERY SPOT FROM WHICH 
BASCOM HAD BUT A MOMENT BEFORE, ARISEN, UNDER THE PROMPTINGS OF 
THAT STRANGE RESTLESSNESS ■ SHUDDERING AT THE HAIR BREAD ESCAPE HE 
/' 
HAD PASSED, AND OFER-WHELMED WITH A SENSE OF GRATITUDE TO GOD, HE 
HUMBLY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT IT WAS THE LORD 1Sf DOING AND MARVEL-
LOUS IN HIS EYES ■ AND NOT LONG BEFO RE HIS DEATH, HE EXPRESSED TO E 
TH E WRITER A MOST FIRM CONVICTION THAT THE MYSTERIOUS AND APPAR -
ENTLY CAUSELESS IN QUIETUDE WHICH DROVE HIM FROM BENE~TH THE TREE, 
PERHAPS AT THE MOMENT WHEN THE FEROCIOUS BEAST WAS ABOUT TO 
POUNCE UPON HIM, WAS THE WORK or A SPEC I AL PROV I DENG E Of GOD. ' 
ONE OF HIS REGULAR APPO INTMENTS WAS ON ELK RIVER, BBOUT 
EIGHT MILES ABOV ~ CHARLESTON, AND HIS NEXT PREACHING PLACE WAS 
A~ ITHE MoujH OF LrNN 1 S _CREEK• To CROSS THE MOUNTAJN THE DISTANCE 
\.,• . f -~, ., . . . i • \ ,.,..· -~- .~,:-_~ (." .• ,. 
• .. ~: ' /.'~J.':i. -.. . __ .... .,,_ . . . • . ' . ~- . ' . . i • ·• -
WAS- SHORT; BUT TO GO AROUND BY CHARLESTON IT WAS ABOUT , TWENTY 
.,·, · ' ' , - ,' ... ,: 
-.. ~ 
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TO PASS OVER BY THE SHORT 
ROUTE, AND SO SAVE TIME AND TRAVEL" THERE WAS ONLY A 1tBLIND 
TRACE"' TO GUIDE HIM. BUT AS THIS \9: ~S VERY DIM AT LAST, AND NOW 
XOVERED WliH FALLEN LEAVES, HE SOON LOST . IT, ENTIRELY. HE THEN 
~HOPED, BY KEEPING ON THE PROPER COURSE, TO REACH HI~ DESTINA -
TION WITHOUT A PATH; BUT AFTER TRAVELING MANY HOURS HE FOUND NO 
TRACE TO FOLLOW, AND NO SIGN OF HUMAN HABITATION. NIGHT AP -
PROACHED, AND STILL HE SAW NO WAY OF ESCAPE. HOPING THAT HE 
MIGHT BE HEARD BY SOME DWELLER IN THE MOUNTAIN OR BY SOME WAN-
D(RING HUNTER, HE SH OUTED WITH ALL HIS MIGHT, AND THEN LISTENED 
FOR AN ANSWER; BUT THE DEEP ECHO OF HIS OWN VOICE CAOMING BACK FROQ 
THE CAVES AND CRAGS, WAS THE ONLY RESPONSE" THE SHADES OF EVENING 18 
WERE SETTLING DOWN ON THE ~-':OUl':.JTAIN, YET NO RELi EF APPEARED, AND 
MR.BASCOM BEGAN TO CAST ABOUT FOR SOME WAY OF PASSING THE NIGHT IN 
SAFETY IN THOSE DREARY SOLITUDES. 
/\T LENGTH HE DISCOVERED A FALLEN TREE IN &Wi!ICH WAS A HOLLOW 
LARGE ENOUGH TO ADMIT HIM: HERE HE SECURELY TIED HIS HORSE, AND 
THRUS.TING HIS BODY INTO THE HOLLOW DRE. / HIS SADDLE IN AFTER HIM TO 
CLOSE THE ENTRANCE FOR PROTECTION AGAINST COLD AND THE WILD BEASTS. 
COMMENDING HIMSELF TO THE PROTECTION OF HEAVEN, HE PASSED THE NIGHT 
.. 
IN THE BEST WAY HE COULD, SURROUNDED BY THE HOWLING OF WOLVES AND THE 
WINTRY NINDS 0 THE MORNING FOUND HIM CHILLED FROM THE COLD, WEAK 
FROM HUNGER, AND BUT LITTLE REFRESHED BM HIS ROMANTIC NIGHT 1 S 
REST. Bur IT WAS NO TIME FOR INACTION; so HE ADOPTED HIS PLAN OF 
OPERATION, AND THEN PROMPTLY SET ABOUT ITS EXECUTION. THAT PLAN 
~AS, INSTEAD OF' WANDERING ABLUT ·AT RANDOM AS ON THE PRE'.C.EDING DAV, r.o:, ., -
. ' ' . "· ' '!, .. . . . _., .• . ~- }1t.: ,' ' 
·,'·. ·,.i,t:·, .· . ·. ' 'f. 
DESCEND WHEREVER HE COULD, AND TAKING ' THE FIRST STREAM'HE COULD FlND ., .. 
L 
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FOLLOW IT TO ITS CONFLUENCE WITH A LARGER; AND SO, ON, 
UNTIL HE SHOULD BE CONDUCTED EITHER TO THE ELK OR THE KANAWHA 
RIVER. THIS HE DID, AND · ABOUT SUNSET REACHED THE KANA~HA AT 
THE MOUTH OF ~ltCHE
1
S CREEK, AND SOON AFTER THE HOSPITABLE ABODE 
OF MR.LINN MORRIS, WHERE HE WAS CORDIALLY WELCOMED AND ENTERTAINED. 
HUNGER, COLD, FATIGUE AND EXCITEMENT BR CUGHT ON AN AT -
TACK OF FEVER WITH WHICH HE WAS CONFINED FOR SEVERAL WEEKS; BUT 
MOST KINDLY NURSED BY THE HOSPITABLE FAMILY OF MR.MORRIS. 
WILD BEASTS WERE NOT RARE lN THAT REGION AT THE DATE OF OUR 
NARRATIVE; THEY SUPPLIED EVE RY TABLE IN A GREATER, OR LESS DE -
G~EE, WITH MEAT, AND EVERY MAN WAS A HUNTER--OCCASIONALLY, IF NOT 
PROFESSIONALLY; AND IF THE MINISTER OF THAT DAY DID NOT HAVE TO 
1 FIGHT WITH BEASTS AT EPHESUS' HE AT LEAST STOOD A GOOD CHANCE TO 
ENCOUNTER THEM lM SOME FORM ON GUYANDOTTE. AND WHILE IN THIS 
LINE, WILL RELATE ANOTHER ADVENTURE OF MR.BASCOM ·NHEN ONTHIS 
CIRCUIT IN WHICH A WILD BEAST WAS A PARTY ■ I AM NOT SURE OF 
THE STRICT CO ~RECTNESS OF MY RECOLLECTION AS TO ALL THE DETAILS,~~ 
gUT CAN VOUCH FOR THE SUBSTANCE. 
FAR BACK FROM THE RIVER, IN A SEQUESTERED DELL UNDER THE 
MOUNT · IN SPURS, BASCOM HAD A REGULAR PREACHING PLACE: THE IN-
HABITANTS WERE NOT HUDDLED TOGETHER IN DENSE SETTLEMENTS, BUT SCAT'& 
TERED AT WIDE INTERVALS AMONG THE FASTNESSES AND VALLEYS Of THE 
MOUNTAINS• WHEN PREACHING DAY ARRIVED, THE MOUNTAINEERS MIGHT 
BE SEEN GATHERING IN FROM DIFFERENT LOCALITIES AT. DISTANCES VARY-
FROM TWO TO TEN MILES, AND BY MODES Of CONVEYANCE SUFFl«IENT-
-.,i. 
,.!. : ,f · , . 
tY UNIQI.J t ·ro EXCITE THE ATTENTION OF - THE UNINITIATED. HERE MIGl:tT 
.. . ' · ' 
.;;_ 
'1', .... .. . -t---
,,. 
\'.'' , , .·f \ 
BE SEEN, APPROACHING THE RUSTIC PLACE OF WORSHJP, A MAN 
oN HORSE BACK, CARRYING HIS WIFE BEHIND HIM ON THE SAME HORSE. 
THERE YOU MIGHT SEE A FEMALE DRESSED IN NEAT HOME SPUN, MOUNTED 
ON AN INDIFFERENT HORSE, AROUND THE NECK OF WHICH HUNG A BELLi THE . 
C:LATTER OF WHICH WAS TEMPORARILY HUSHED BY THE WISP OF LEAVES--BEHll'D 
HER RIDES A CHILD, WHILE SHE CARRIES ANOTHER ON HER LAP --HER 
HUSBAND IN A BLUE HUNTING SHIRT WITH POUCH AND GUN LEADS THE WAY 
DOWN THE STEEP WINDING PATH; TWO OR THREE LARGER CHILDREN, WITH 
SUN BL.EACH ED HA IR ABD SUN-BROWNED FACES FOLLOW I NG BEHIND AS A 
"REAR GUARD"! A GROUP OF FIVE OR TEN, COMPREHENDING THE MEETING -
GOERS FROM -ONE GLEN OR GORGE MIGHT BE SEEN APPROACHING ON FOOT 
IN INDIAN FILE, THROUGH THE MOUNTAIN PASSES, TO THE RUSTIC TEMPLE •• 
AND THOUGH A STRANGER WOULD JUDGE THAT HALF A CORE OF SOULS 
COULD NOT BE MUSTERED AT ONE PLACE, AND ESPECIALLY ON A CALL 
OF RELIGIOUS DUTY, WHEN THE APPOINTED TIME ARRIVED THEY CAME POUR-
ING IN FROM THEIR INVISIBLE HABITATIONS LIKE THE CLANSMEN OF 
SOME HI GHL.A.ND CH I EF AT THE WELL KNOWN SIGNAL FOR A GRAND RALLY. 
AND HE ~HO EXPECTED TO FIND THESE PEOPLE BARBOURSLY IGNORANT OF 
THE VALUE OF TRUTH AND THE BENEFITS OF PREACHING, WOULD FIND HIS MIS-
TAKE" THESE MOUNTAIN CHRISTI ANS WERE PEOPLE OF ON~ BOOK; AND 
HOWEVER LITTLE THEY KNEW OF GRECIAN OR ROMAN CLASSICS, FEW PEOPLE 
WERE BETTER ACQUAINTED WITH THE DOCTRINES OF THE BIBLE, AND FEW BET -
TER PREPARED TO DETECT ERRORS IN THE GREAT ELEMENTS OF THEOLOGY 
THAN THEY. IF A PREACHER ADVANCED ANYTHING NOVEL, EVEN HYPO-
fHETICALLV, IT WAS WELL TO BE'. PREPARED FOR DEFENDING IT; FOR HE 
! . -:· .. \_ • ~I : •. . • , '~ I 
~AS SURE TO BEtA~L£D ON FOR SUCH DEFENSE BY THE FIRST ciLri LADY 
I . 
J i . ,: • • , • 
I~ WHOSE COMPANY HE HAP~ENED TO FALL. 
- ' .··c,_ ·. 
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. BOT I WAS ABOUT TO REPORT AN INCIDENT ■ ON ONE OF 
8ASb6M 1 S PERIODICAL VISITS TO THIS PLACE, THE PREACHER HAD AR~ 
RIVED, MOST OF THE CONGREGATION HAD ASSEMBLED AND MANY WERE EX-
CHANGING SALLlTATIONS ABOUT THE DOOR. OTHERS WERE STILL DROP~ 
plNG I~; nND THE PR~ACHER WITH HIS SADDLE BAGS ON HIS · ARM, .WAS 
CONVERSING WI TH XN~J:KIUI A BROTHER FROM ANOTHER NEIGHBOR-
HOOD ABOUT MAK I NG AN APPOINTMENT AT A NEW PLACE, WHEN THE RE-
pORT OF A GUN WAS HEARD BUTS SHORT DISTANCE FROM THE PLACE. 
THIS WAS TOO COMMON AN OCCURRENCE TO EXCITE. MUCH INTEREST UNTIL A 
SHOUT, AND THEN THE YELP OF A DOG WERE HEARD IN THE DIRECTION 
FROM WHICH THE REPORT PROCEEDED; AND THE NEXT MINUTE A BEAR 
WAS SEEN RUNNING BY THE PLACE OF MEETING, PURSUED BY A DOG. 
INSTANTLY TWO OR THREE RIFLES WERE DISCHARGED AT HIM, BUT HE 
WAS TOO DISTANT FOR THE BALLS TO TAK~ EFFECT. Two OR THREE OTH~ 
ER DOGS JOINED IN THE PURSUIT, AND DIRECTLY NEARLY EVERY MALE 
oN THE GROUND FOLLOWED IN THE CHASE. THE PREACHER, SEEING HIS 
CQNGR~GATION GONE, DROPPED HIS WHIP AND SADDLE BAGS WHERE HE 
STOOD; AND BEING EXCEEDINGLY SWIFT ON FOOT HE WAS SOON AHEAD OF 
ALL HIS PEOPLE AND BUT LITTLE IN REAR OF THE DOGS, THE WOODS 
WERE DENSE, AND IN A VERY SHORT TIME BEAR, DOGS, AND PREACHER 
WERE OUT OF SIGHT Of THE FOLLOW I NG CROWD• THE LATT .. ER PURSUED 
BY THE CRY OF THE DOGS AND DRIPPINGS OF BLOOD OF THE WOUNDED BEAR; 
BUT EVERY MINUTE THE SOUND BECAME MORE FAINT AND DISTANT, AND OLD 
BEAR HUNTERS BEGAN TO FEAR THAT THE FLEETNESS Of THE PREACHER 
MIGHT BRING HIM INTO SERIOUS PERIAL SHOULD THE BEAR MAKE A 
>. ; 
STAND AGAINST HIS PURSUERS WHILE AT SUC-H A DISTANCE IN ADVANCE OF W 
l . . ·,~ 
THE COMPANV" AS TO PUT HIM BEYOND THE REACH OF IMMEDIATE i-lELP. 
.~\ 
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THtS FEAR CAME NE.AR TO _ BEING REALIZED; FOR THE BEAR, 
UN-'ABLE TO CLI B BY REASON OF THE WOUND IN HIS ARM, AND ALI KE UNA -
ABLE TO ELUDE Hrs ENEMIES BY FLIGHT, PLANTED HIMSELF A-
... . . · -· 
AGAINST A TREE AND PREPA~ED TO DEFEND HIMSELF TO THE UTMOST. 
THE DOGS WERE- INSTANTLY AROUND l:ilM, AND AT ONCE A FURIOUS FrGHT 
BEGAN. PRACTICED DOGS WILL NOT CLOSE WITH A BEAR BUT .BY COM -
PULSION OR WHEN THEYN HAVE A VERY DECIDED ADVANTAGE; BUT 
WHILE SOME MAKE A, FEINT A~ FRONT, THE OTHERS SNAP HIM IN THE REAR 
ANQ THEN FLY OFF BEFORE HE CAN TURN ON THEM, AND SO ON, ALTER-
NATING THE ATTACK AS HE CHANGES FRONT; BUT OF THE THREE DOGS 
ENGAGED IN THIS CONFLICT,. ONE ONLY HAD LEARNED THE NECESSI_TY OF 
THESE CAUTIONARY MOVEMENTS. WHEN BASCOM CAME UP WITH THE 
COMBATANTS, WHICH WAS IN A VERY FEW MINUTES, THE TRAINED DOG 
.\ , . 
W/f.S PLAY I NG AROUND FOR AN OPPORTUNITY OF A REAR CUT TO HIS ENEMY, \JO( 
WHtLE THE OTHERS WERE FIERCELY BAYlNG IN FRONT, APPARENTLY DEBATING~ 
THE EXPEDIENCY ~R~~ OF RUSHING UPON HIS KNASHING TEETHAND THREAT -
ENING CLAWS. BASCOM SAW THE POSTURE OF THE PARTIES, AND, CUTTING 
A STOUT BLUDGEON, INSTANTLY BUT RASHLY DECIDED ON INTERVENTION, 
IF NECESSARY ■ ADVANCING NEARER, HE ENCOURAGED THE HESITATING 
DOGS TO THE ONSET, AND THEY RUSHED ON THE FOE; THE THIRD DOG SAW 
.. 
HIS OPPORTUNITY TO ATTACK FROM BEHIND, AND FO R. A FEW MOMENTS THE 
F IGHT WAS FURIOUS; BUT SOON THE BEAR GAVE ONE OF THE DOGS SUCH 
A BLOW AS SENT HIM AWA'¥ HOWLING 'NITH PAIN AND DEEPLY GASHED; 
~NOTHER HE SElzED IN HIS TERRIBLE EMBRACE, AND APPEARED AS IF HE W~H 
WOULD CRUSH EVERY BONE IN H,I S BODY IN A MOMENT. BY .THIS TIME 
- BASCOM HAD GOT WI TH IN A FEW FEET OF THE ENEMY ,, AND HE RAISED H l_S . .·,_-', 
• . ·• ' '• • ' ... ' . . •. .' . . . ' ' ' . ,. ,· •• ::.- . i . . . • • :; ·, .. ~· .. ·: :;:- '. 
· C:LUB TO BRING IT DOWN ON THE HEAD Of' THE --FOE WITH CRUSHING ENERGY. -, :.: 
THE BEAR HAD TAKEN A SORT OF SITTING HALF-ERECT POSTURE, WITH 
·~- ✓, ,:_. 
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RrS BACK AGAINST THE TREE; BUT AS THE CLUB DESCENDED HE . MANAGED 
TO EVADE THE FORCE OF THE BLOW; AND, CATCH I NG THE BLUDGEON 
AB KIS MOUTH HE STRUCK HIS FANGS THROUGH IT AND HELD IT FAST, STILL 
RotbrNG THE BOG IN HIS AGONl~tNG HUG. UNWILLING TO BE THUS 
FOtLED, BASCOM, HAYfNG DRAWN HIS KNIFE TO CUT AND TRrM HIS CLUB-, 
AND HAVING NO TIME TO RETURN IT TO HIS POCKET, STILL HELD IT IN 
HIS HAND, AND NOW STRUCK IT INTO THE BEAR 1 S SI DE. IT WAS HOW EV ER 
rO SMALL TO PRODUCE INSTANT DEATH, BUT GREATLY EXASPERATED 
rHE WOUNDED ANIMAL• E ITHER PROB~BLY REGARDING THIS AS FOUL 
PLAY, OR THINKING THE .PREACHER A MORE WORTHY ENEMY THAN THE DOGS 
TO ENGAGE HIS POWERS--! AM GLAD TO SAY HE DID NOT LIVE TO TELL 
WHICH--BRUIN DROPPED THE DOG FROM HIS EMBRACE AND MADE A! PLUNGE AT 
HfS NEW ENEMY. A FE>N SECONDS BEFORE THIS THE HUNTER WH OSE RIFLE HAD 
WOUNDED THE BEAR, HAVING OUTRUN HIS FELLOW, EME~GED FROM THE THICK-
ET A FEW RODS FROM THE SCENE OF ACTION. AT A GLANCE HE SAW BAS-
COM'S DANGER, CAST DOWN HIS GUN AS HE FLEW TOWARDS THES SPOT 
WITH THE SPPED THAT TERROR IMPARTS, AND DREW FROM ITS SHEATH HIS 
LONG HUNTING KNIFE. \S THE BEAR MADE A PLUNGE THAT MUST HAVE 
BROUGHT THE PREACHER FULLY WITHIN HIS POWER TWO OF THE DOGS 
SEIZED HIM BEHIND NND BROKE THE FORCE OF THE MOVEMENT; BUT YET 
.. 
HE CAUGHT THE LEG OF BASCOM'S PANTALOONS IN HIS TEETH; AND IN 
SPITE OF. THE EFFORTS OF THE FAITHFUL DOGS, WO ULD HAVE DRAWN HIM 
WITHIN THE GRASP OF HIS KILLING EMBRACE, BUT THAT AT THISfPER-
1LOUS JUNCTURE THE HUNTER PLUNGER HIS LONG, KEEN BLADE TO THE 
VERY HI LT INTO THE HEART OF THE FURIOUS Bf:AST; AND W lTH A GROAN 
HE SANK DOWN, DEAD-, STILL HOLDING THE". PREACHER'S .PA~T1l:-QONS).· 
l 
BETW ~EN HIS CLENCHED TEETH~ 
•• _ ·1 
. ,• · 
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T~E REST OF THE COMPANY CAME UP, THE ADVENTU'RE; WAS TAtKED -
OVER, COMMENTS WERE PLEASANTLY MADE ON THE PREACHER 1 S FLEET-
NESS AND COUR~GE. THE BEAR WAS DR.AGGED BACK TO THE MEET I NG- · 
PLACE, SKINNED AND HUNG UP• THE CONGREGATION COLLECTED IN 
THE HOUSE. THE NEW - MADE YOUNG BEAR FIGHTER PREACHED WITH UN -
COMMON LIFE, AN UNCOMMONLY INTERESTING PRAYER - MEETING FOLLOWED, 
AND A LARGE PROPORTION OF THE CONGREGATION DINED TOGETHER THAT 
»AYON THE 11 PREADH ER1 S BEAR 11 • 
HAVE YET ANOTHER INCIDENT OF THE SAME CLASS TO RELATE, 
THE SCENE OF WHICH IS LAID IN THIS SAME CIRCUIT. IT IS FURNISHED I 
ME BY PROFE SSOR M. WHO WAS A STUDENT AT AUGUSTA COLLEGE, WHERE 
IT WAS RELATED BY BASCOM TO HIS CLASS. ttHE WAS 11 , SAYS PROF. 
M., IN_THE HABIT OF FREQUENTLY AMUSING AND DELIGHTING THE .CLASS 
DURING THE UNEXPIRED HOUR AFTER RECITATION, BY DETAILING INCI-
DENTS AND ADVENTURES WHICH OCCURR~D IN THE EARLY PART OF HIS CA -
REER AS AN ITINERANT PREACHER. AMONG THE REST, HE RELATES THE 
FOLLOW I NG: 
"DURING ONE OF THE YEARS Of MY EARLY MIJISTERIAL CAREER, 
I WAS SENT TO ONE OF THE MOUNTAINOUS CIRCUITS OF WESTE RN VIR-
GINIA. THE FACE OF THE COUNTRY, GENERALLY, WAS EXCEEDINGLY RUG -
GED AND PRECIPITOUS, SO MUCH SO THAT FREQUENTLY FOR MILES, IN 
GOING FROM ONE APP OINTMENT TO ANOTHER, THERE WAS NO ROAD EXCEPT 
A NARROW BRIDLE - PATH. IT SO HAPPENED ON ONE OCCASION, WHILE WIND -
ING ALONG ONE OF THESE MOUNTAIN PATH -WAYS ON A DARK AND DREARY 
AFTER - NOON IN MID- WINTER THAT, BEFORE I WAS AWARE OF THE LATE-
NESS OF THE HOUR, NIGHT WAS UPON ME. 
!, · ·.r 
I HAD BUT AN tMPERFECT 
. I , 
·· ' 
' 
. .. - ... - · . ...... ..... ·.:... ... , . 
'. 
KNOWLEDGE OF ,THE LOC'All TI ES Of THi COUNTRY, AND CONSEQUEN-r"- '·:, ; : 
. ·. ( ') 
LV, ENTERTAINED SOME DOUBT AS TO WH_ETHER I SHOULD BE ABLE TO ·· . 
REACH ANY HOUSE WHERE I MIGHT LODGE FOR THE NIGHT. WHILE I WAS RE~ 
FLECTrNG UPON MY VERY UNPLEASANT CONDITION, SUDDENLY THE START-
LING OF NOLVES IN THE _ DISTANCE, · REACHED MY EAR. IN A FEW MOMENTS 
THE SOUND WAS NEARER, AND MORE DISTINCT ■ I WAS AT bNCE CONVINCED 
THAT THEY WERE. ON MY TRACK; AND MY ONLY HOPE . OF SAFETY AND OF 
' 
LrFE WAS IN MY HORSE • . I ACCORDINGLY QUICKENED SPEED AND HURRIED 
oN AS RAPIDLY AS THE NATURE OF THE BLIND AND RUGGED PATH WOULD AL-
LOW. NEARER ~ND LOUNDER, AND MORE APPAL~ING WERE THE HUNGRY HOWLS 
OF MY PURSUERS, UNTIL I BEGAN TO BE PAINFULLY SUSPICIOUS THAT 
WAS THE DOOMED VICTIM OF THEIR SAGAGE FEROCITY. YET I HU ~RIED ON 
STILL 
WHILE THE WOLVES WERE APPROACHING NEARER AND NEAR~R. AT LENGTH 
BY HAT WAS KNOCKED OFF BY A ~IMB AND WAS TORN TO ATOMS IN AN IN-
STANT BY THE WOLVES. THEY WERE NOW SO NEAR ME, THAT, NOTWITH-
STANDING THE DARKNESS, I COULD SEE THEM QUITE DISTINCTLY.· IN 
THIS MOMENT OF EXTREMITY 
HASTENING ON TOWARDS IT, 
DISCOVERED A LIGHT JUST BEFORE ME, AND 
DISMOUNTED AND LEAPED OVER THE FENCE, 
JUST AS THE WOLVES HAD COME UP WITHIN A FEW FEET OF MY HORSE. 
DIS ~PPOINTED OF THEIR PREY, THEY RETURNED TO THE WOODS; AND I 
_PASSED THE NIGHT IN THE HOSPITABLE CABIN OF THE RUDE MOU ~TAINEER • .. 
MANY HEARS AFTER THIS PREACHED IN CHARLESTON, _ VA. WHEN I DE-
SCENDED FROM THE PULIT A GRAY- HEADED MAN APPROACHED ME AND, OFFER-
1NG HIS HAND, HE SAID, 'Do' YOU REMEMBER ME MR.BASCOM?' RE-
pLIED THAT I DID NOT. "THEN, 1 SAID HE, 1 DO YOU RECOLLECT THE 
. 
NIGHT YOU WERE CHASED BY THE WOLVES?' I REPLIED, ' 1 1 DO REMEMBER 
IT WiLL. 1 
JI,,• -.. ·;. r: • ' •- I , ' '(. . . •_ • 
. 1 1 AM THE. MAN, 1 SAID THE OTHER, , AT WHOSE ,CABIN ·YOU ;~r.~<-
- :,, .. -,.,,., : _•,, . . .. . . ·,' .,;--,.-. ,·.~ /<"i'_~ ... -- ~- .. 
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f HAVE GIVEN YOU THE INCIDENT IN THE PROrESSOR'S OWN LAN-
GUAGE AS I CAN RECOLLECT. 
WlifLE ON THIS CIRCUIT, A MISUNDERSTANDING OCCUR~ED . ~E-
TWEEN MR.BASCOM AND A CHIEF OFFICIAL MEMBER OF HIS CHARGE, AND 
THEY APPEAR TO HAVE SEPARATED IN THIS STATE OF FEELING. SOME. 
TIME AFTER HE LEFT THE CIRCUIT, HE RECEIVED A LETTER OF HUMBLE 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FROM THIS BROTHE R. HE SAYS: 11 You CANNOT TELL WHAT 
HAVE SUFFERED. NHEN I THOUGHT bF THE MANY GOOD SERMONS YOU 
PREACHED TO US, AND THAT ELOQUENT ONE AT GUYANDOTTE, AND AT H.S 
AND AT F.'s OH, HOW I HAVE FELT· GREAT Goo, PITY AND FORGIVE 
ME, FOR I KNOW I LOVE YOU." FROM THIS MAN 1 S LETTER WE LEARN THAT 
HIMSELF WAS THE CHIEF OFFENDER; AND .YET HE INFORMS US TH·AT BASCOM, 
THE IN.J URED PARTY, WAS FIRST TO SEEK A RECONCILIATLON. 11'NHEN I 
RECEIVED YOUE LETTER, SORROW FILLED MY WH OLE SOUL.fl 
EXAMPLE OF FORGIVING GOODNESS. 
CHAP. 6. P.80. 
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THIS WAS r R.8ASCOM 1 S SECOND YEAR IN THE REGULAR ITI NERANT NO~ 
AND AT ITS CLO SE HE WAS LEGALLY ELIGIBLE TO ADMISSION INTO FULL 
CONNECTION IN THE CONFERENCE, AND TC DE ACON'S ORDER~. 0G HIS PE RILS 
AND SUFFERI NGS WE HAVE SEEN SO METHING; OF THE EXTENT OF HIS LAB ORS 
DURING THIS YEAR, ~SWELL AS HIS PECUNIARY COMPENSATICN, WE WILL HEAR 
HIS OWN REPORT MADE AT THE END OF HIS TE RM OF SERVICE., IN A LETTER 
TO P.SCALES,ES ·Q., DATED "CABELL COUNTY, VA • .L\UGUST 25, r815. 11 8V 
A CHANGE IN THE TI ME OF THE_ MEE.T lNG OF THE CONFERENCE, ·THE YEAR X~Jl\ 
}. .. i ' 
i l. 1 ~ij•\ · ~ \ • -~ . - I 
APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN SHORTENED TO NINE OR TEN MONTHS. HE SAYS: 
. ' " ,~r 
?·.:.· 
. . . ' 
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TAIN FIELD, IJ WHICH HE HAD PREACHED FOUR HUNDRED SERMONS, AND 
TRAVELED THREE THOUSAND MILES ON HORSE - BACK WITHIN THR~E HUN-
DRED DAYS; FOR ALL OF WHICH HE HAD RECEIVED TWELVE· DOLLARS AND 
TEN CENTS, WHILE TEMPJING OFFERS OF LUCRATIVE EMPLOYMENT Wt RE 
MADE HIM, ON CONDITION OF HIS EXCHANGING A SACRED FOR A SECU- ' 
LAR VOCATION . 
BUT ANOTHER CONSID ERATION MUST NOT BE OVER - LOOKED IN 
MAKING THIS ESTlMATE;.A YEAR 'EARLIER THAN THIS, AS WE HAVE SEEN, 
HE WAS INVOLVED IN DEBT, AND PAETLY BY CONTRIBUTING TO AlD HIS 
DESTITUTE FATHER. THESE DEBTS STILL HUNG OVER HIM AND MUST NOW 
BE INCREASED BY THE PROC~REMENT OF CONVENIENCES NOT ·TO BE HAD FOR 
HIS TWELVE DOLLARS; AND THAT FATHER WAS STILL DESTITUE, AND OH, 
HOW THE SON 1 S HE ART YEARNED TO ADMINISTER RELIEF• BY ABANDONING THE 
LABORIOUS WORK OF THE ITINERANT MINISTRY HE COULD HONORABLY PAY 
HIS DEBTS AND AID HIS FATHER; BUT NO; THERE BURNED A''FIRE IN HIS 
VEINS'' THAT WOULD NOT AL80W HIM TO CONSULT WI TH FLESH .A.ND BLOOD. 
Hts WORK FOR THE YEAR BEING COMPLETED~ HE NENT WITH A GOOD 
CONSCIENCE AND A CHEERFUL HEART, TO MEET HIS BRETHREN IN THE CONFER & 
ENCE, AND TO CONVIC E THEM BY THE EVIDENCE OF HIS ABU NDANT AND FAITR -
FUL LA "ORS THAT HE WAS WORTHY OF THEIR CONFIDENCE AND FRIENDSHIP 
.. 
AND TO 11 TAKE RART OF THE MINISTRY" WITH THEM. Bur HOW lMPERFECTLY 
WERE HIS VIRTUES AND REAL WORTH KNOWN, EVEN BY HIS MINISTERIAL 
gRETHREN, HE HAD LABORED FAITHFULLY: No NEGLECT OF DUTY; NO 
CRIME OR HER ESY WAS CHARGED AGAINST HlM. YET, IN THE OPINION OF 
SOME OF THE SENIORS OF THE -CONFERENCE, HIS DRESS, HIS GAIT, HlS 
"·-~<;'.J . 
GENERAL UNMETHODI ST - PREACHERLlKE. APPEARANCE AFFORDED STRONG ,.'.-: ;,· 
. ·,. ,_-:_ .:f :- ·.· r. 
', ' ,. 
C J · . ·'·._-
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CHAP, 6i P 83,. 
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~ -, ·: :i 
·rNDtCATIONS THAT HE WOU~D NEVER MAKE AN HUMBLE ITINERANT MIN-
t STER. THE fNFLUENCE ~F THIS CLASS CARRIED -NITH THEME NOUGH OF 
THE YOUNGER MEMBERS OF THE BODY TO MAKE UP . A MAJORITV; AND THE 
RESULT WAS, THAT WHEN THE VOTE WAS TAKEN ON ADMITTING BASCOM · 
l·NTO FULL CONNECT I ON A MAJOR I TY WAS OPOSED TO HIM AND HE WAS RE-
JECTED ■ TJIS OFFICIAL EXPRESSION OF DISTRUST, COMING AS IT 
D1D IMMEDIATELY IN THE WAKE OF HIS SEVERE LABORS AND PRIVATIONS 
rN THE MOUNT~INS DEEPLY WOUNDED HIS SPIRIT ■ HE HAD LABORED ON 
THE ROUGHEST WORK THEY COULD ASSIGN AT THE RATE OF THREE CE~rrs A SERM 
MON BUT HIS BRETHREN HAD NOW DECIDED THAT HE WAS NOT WORTHY, 
tONGER TO ENJOY SUCH A PRIVILEGE: ON THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THIS 
DECISION HE AR OSE AND WALKED FROM THE ROOM WITH THE CALMNESS OF 
DESPAIR, TO COLLECT HIS THOUGHTS AND SETTLE HIS PURPOSES FOR TH~ 
FUTURE. PERHAPS IF HEAVEN HAD NOT PROVIDED A KIND FRIEND TO 
SOOTHE AND SUPPORT HIM IN THIS EXTREMITY HE MIGHT HAVE SUNK BE -
NEATH THE BURDEN, AND FELT AUTHORIZED TO AB ANDON A WORK IN WHICH 
HIS BRETHREN WERE UNWILLING THAT HE SHOULD TAKE PART; BUT BEFORE T~ 
TEMPTER HAD TIME TO SEW SEEDS OF DISAFFECTION OR RASH RESOLVE IN 
HIS HEART, HE FOUND HIMSELF IN THE ARMS OF HIS F~ITHFUL FRIEND 
MCMAHAN, WHO HAD FOLLOWED HIM OUT TO ADMINISTER COMFORT AND FOR-
TIFY HIS RE SOLUTION OF STEADF ASTNESS IF HE WAS .S"'ENS IT I VE TO 
WRONGS AND INJURIES, HE WAS QUICKLY ALIVE TO THE SOLACE OF SYMPA-
THY AND WOUKD READILY YIELD HIS OWN PREFERNCE OR OPINIONS TO THE 
COUNSELS Of Kll FAITHFUL FRIEND-SHIP. ::1CCORDINGLY, "HE SOON 
CONSENTED TO HEAR HIS UNJUST PUNISHMENT WITHOUT A- MURMUR;", AND 
THE CONFERENCE AGREEING TO G_IVE HIM ANOTHER YEAR _OF TRIAL, ME _WAS._ 
, I , , - I • • i ! -
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Rtv. MosEs CRUME AS H · 1s · sENIOR tv11N't'STER, 
·, · . .- . , 
. . . ... ,' ....... .- ; ~ -~ '. ~ • ~· ... . ,!·. •• 
AND it~:JJ'~:~. SA~t , 
I . 
~IS PRESIDrNG ELDER. 
THIS APPOINTMENT, THE READER WILL RECOLLECT, WAS MADE IN 
THE AUTUMN OF 1815, AND AT THAT DATE THREE CIRCUITS COVERED THE 
WHOLE DISTANCE FROM THE OHIO RIVER ON THE SOUTH, ' INTO THE INDIAN 
TERRITORY ON THE NORTH. THESE WERE CINCINNATI CIRCUIT, FOR 
THERE WAS THEN NO STATION, UNION CIRD!IIT, EMBRACING DAYTON, 
LEBANON, XENIA, &c., AND MAD RIVER CIRClJIT, EXTENDING FROM THE 
FRONTIER SETTLEMENTS, WEST OF THE GREAT MlAMI, EASTWARD ON TO THE iK 
SCIOTO, AND NORTHWARD INTO THE INDIAN COUNTRY• TROY, PIQUA, 
SPRINGFIELD, URBANA, AND SEVER~L INDIAN TOWNS WERE EMBRACED IN 
TH I S C I RCU IT. 
IN SEPTEMBER OF TH IS YEAR MR.BASCOM WAS CALLED TO ,SUFFER THE 
MOST SEVERE CALAMITY HE HAD EVER ENDURED, IN THE DEATH OF HlS EX• 
CELLENT AND MUCH BELOVED MOTHER. 
HENRY WAS EVIDENTLY A GREAT FAVORITE WITH HIS MOTHER, AND 
---.. _ 
MOST TENDERLY DID HE LOVE HER. AFTER SHE HAD BEEN DEAD MORE THAN 
THIRTY YEARS, HE WOULD FREQUENTLY WEEP WHEN SPEAKING OF HER ■ IT 
APPEARED TO AFFORD HIM PLEASURE TO THE END OF HIS LIFE THAT IN HER 
CLOSING SCENE, TURNING FROM ALL OTHERS SHE BADE HIM KNEEL AT HER 
BED SIDE, AND DIED WITH HER HANDS CLASPED IN HIS. .. 
SHE WAS A WOMAN OF HIGH ORDER OF INTELLECT AND MOST BENEVOLENT 
AND AFFECTIONATE HEART. 
THE FOLLOWING FROM HIS PEN APPARENTLY DESIGNED AS AN EPITAPH, 
IS DATED MAY, 1819: 
(
- .. 
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CHAP. -6. P. 85 •. 
ttMRS. HANNAH 
. • ' f \ ', ' ' • '• _... :, ! . ~ · 
. : ·, 
.. --. ·;[~ ·:-·.,-~ ·~ . . ... . :, ~ ·• ,··-.-:···. -:, · . 
BASCOM, ·wNo DttD - IN PEA'CE SEP'TEMBER, t8r'S, IN· THE0. 
FORTY-SECOND YEAR OF HER AG~: 
11WAs ROMANTfC AND,GAV WHEN YOUNG, 
J81NED WlTH GENTLEMENSS, INDUSTRY AND AFFECTION 
WHEN MORE ADVANCED WAS FRUGAL, THOUGHTFUL AND GRAVE, 
IN UNION WITH SENSlBILITY, TRUTH AND COMPLACENCY. 
AT MATURE AGE SHE BECAME PIOUS AND · PRAYERFUL. 
POSESSED OF THE RiLtGION OF C~RLST IN HER ·PREMAfURE DECLIN~, 
HEAVEN BENIGNLY SMILED AND GAVE HER FORTITUDE, 
IN AFFLICTION, UPRIGHTNESS AND INTEGRITY SUPPORTED HER; 
IN DEATH THE HOPE OF HEAVEN CHEERED, 
~ND THE CHRISTIAN BRAVED HIS TERRORS WITHOUT FEAR.~ 
THIS CIRCUIT, THOUGH A FRONTIER ONE, WAS IN A RICH AND DE-
LIGHTFUL COUNTRY, A LARGE PROPORTION OF THE POPULATION OF WHICH WERE 
INTELL IGENT AND IN A GOOD DEGREE REFiNED, AND, AMONG THEM, A LARGE 
NUMBER OF LOCAL MINISTERS OF HIGH STANDING. HERE AGAIN, BASCOM 
GOT INTO A COUNTRY OF BOOKS, AND SOCIETY, FROM WHICH HE COULD LEARN 
MUCH BY PERSONAL INTERCOURSE; AND NO SUCH . ADVANTAGE WHEN THRUWN . 
1N HIS WAY, WAS NEGLECTED BY HIM. IT WAS INDEED, A MUCH BETTER 
FIELD, BOTH FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF HIS TALENTS AND FOR THEIR IM-
PROVEMENT, THAT THAT OCCUPIED BY HIM THE PRECttDING YEAR. HERE 
HIS ELOQUENCE SOON ATTRACTED ATTENTION AND D~EW CROWDS TO HEAR HIM. 
INDEED NO MAN, YOUNG, OR OLD, HAD COMMANDED SUCH CONGREGATIONS IN 
THAT DISTRICT OF COUNTRY. 
ON THIS CIRCUIT, IT WAS THE WRITER OF THIS BIOGRAPHICAL .. 
SKETCH FIRST SAW THE YOUNG ORATOR• I WELL REMEMBER THE FIRST TIME 
I HEARD HIM PREACH. IT WAS IN THE OLD FRAME CHURCH IN SPRINGFIELD SCO\i 
AFTER HIS ARRIVAL ON HIS WORK. THE HOUSE WAS FILLED TO VER-FLOW-
1NG, AND MANY PERSONS STOOD ON THE OUTSIDE DURING THE SERMON, FOR, 
ALREADY l't'IS FAME AS . AN ORATOR HAD SOUNDED ABROAD-. ', IT' :. IS BUT CANDiD 
'. . · . . ,, . _. ., ,,;,(f~~;. '~ .,:'' :.; ;;,;-: ·. . . 
-re CONFESS l FELT MORE:. l:NT¢REST _: INJilS:· ELOQUENCE',;;-.tt:t.~N, INO--TI-IE IM- · 
· . . · · . . - . . ·\<1~il~:_· · : : 1~ ·. · 
eORTANT TRUTHS HE DELIVERED TO THE MULTITUDE;_ v'e:f, HIS ORATORY 
ALONE so CAPTLVATED. MY- Mt Ni/ AND . f"~E~"iN.G.S T~A~ -~, sf~·bri::,;6urs ,D'E· · 
. ., ,,., _... 
',. 
CHAP. 6 • . P-. 86. ' . . ' . 
I· 
: ·, !~ ,\ . ..: \'· .... 
OF A WfNDOW DURING THE ENTURE SERVICES WITHOOT rHE SLIGHTE~T . 
SENSE OF WEAR(NESS; ANb FOR THE FlRST TIME IN LrFE, REGRETTED 
THE ENDJNG OF A SERMON. RECOLLECT THAT THERE STOOD BY MY SIDE , 
A GENTLEMAN WHO WAS NOT A CHURCH- GOER, AND ,WHOM I HAD NEVER. BE-
,. 
,=-ORE SEEN AT A' PLACE OF WORSHIP• AFTER LISTENING TO THE SERMON 
WITH ATTENTION AND EVIDENT INTEREST, HW ADDRE SSED ME AT THE CLOSE 
IN NEARLY THE FOLLIWING LANGUAGE: ''THAT IS THE SORT OF PREACHING 
r0 DO GOOD! IF ALL PREACH I NG WERE LI KE THAT, EVERY BODY WOULD GO 
TO CHURCH. 11 AND YET IT WAS A SEARCHING SERMON, ABOUNDING IN 
TERRIBLE TRUTHS AND DENUNCIATIONS THE MOST SOLEMN AND TERRIBLE. 
CHAP. 12~ P 150. (NOTE): 
THE FOLLOWING ANIMATED DESCRIPTION OF THAT SERMON WAS WRITTEN 
AT THE TIME BY A LADY OF BALTIMORE IN A LETTER TO HER FRIEND, AND 
APPEARED IN SOME OF THE PERIODICALS OF THAT ~AY: 
11THE HORN BLEW, THE NOISE CEASED, THE GATHERING CROWDS DIS-
PERSED, AND EACH ONE SOUGHT A SEAT. 1~N AWFUL STILLNESS RE I GIN!EB·, 
EVERYTHING SEEMED TO GIVE MAGIC AND GRANDEUR TO THE SCENE. THE 
WINDS OF HEAVEN WERE LULLED AND SCARCE A BREEZE RUFFLED THE TREES, 
THE VERY BIRDS CEASED THEIR VOCAL MELODY, EXPECTATION SAT ON 
EVERY FACE, WHEN, LO, THIS WONDER FROM THE 'NEST KPO(KKRU AR(!lSE. 
' .. 
EVERY EYE BRIGHTENED, AND EVERY EAR WAS ATTENTIVE. DIGNITY MARKED 
HIS DEPORTMENT, AND INTELLIGENCE FLASHED FROM HIS KEEN EYE. HE 
APPEARED LI KE THE GEN.I US OF THE FOREST WHOSE, LOWER I NG OAKS OVER-SHAD 
ED H~M- -COME TO HUNT INFIDELITY FROM THE EARTH AND TO EXTIRPATE 
DE l SM FOREVER 
PLAY OF ORATORY. 
NEVER, PERHAPS, WAS THERE A MORE INTE~LIGENT. :DIS-
- - . ,.-· >·•fr, ·/( _"<\:•.'- · _, ·'l r~ - · ... 
ON THE MlSSIONSH:t,8 :'.·AND'Rt.GAL D?,~,~N.t~~.' 9r. ,:9.l1,.1$T/ ., 
. " t• ._:(; t ·•; . I. • ' • ' ·. \ . •• •' ; -t~:,:~: '..! ' . • 
HE WAS SUBLIMELY GRAND BEYOND DESCRIPTlON. 
( ; 
( 
.. ~ ' . 




.. Hrs STYLE .AND LANGUJAGE ARE ENERGETIC AND VEHEMENT, HE .- ' . . . r-
IS LrKE A MIGHTY TORRENT, IMPATIENT OF RESTRAINT AND ROLLS Wl'TH' 
- . ,_ ' • . . / . . 
SUCH IMPETUOSITY THAT YOU ARE COMPELLED TO FOLLOW. IN HtS~LIGHiS 
I-IE MOVES WITH THE VELOCITY OF A WHIRLWIND; IN THE. SAME MOMENT HE 
WILL T~KE YOU TO HEAVENi AND DIVE WITH YOU, TO HELL ■ HE T~LUM-
PHANTLY ANSWERED EVERY ARGUMENT A "PA r NE" OR A r~VOLTA I RE 11 COULD AD),,!~ 
VANCE. HE DEFIED THE INFIDEL TO TRACE TIME AND SEARCH THE CHRONI-
CLES OF ETERNITY AND FIND A PARALELL TO THE SACRIFICE Of THE 
S,t..V I OR OF THE WORLD. HE BADE THE PH I LOSOPHE.R TO GO ON CONTEM-
PLATION IS TREMBLING WING l,ND REASON, WITH HER GLIMMERING LIGHT,». 
ASS-IST, AND WHAT COULD THEY DO AGAINST THE GoSPEL? THOUGH 
FOUNDED BY A JE~ISH PEASANT, PROPOGATED AND HANDED DOWN BY A FEW . 
pOOR FISHERMEN SELECTED FROM A GALILEAN SHORE. YET, EVEN THESE 
M.EN HAD SHAKEN lMPER I AL KoME TO HER CENTRE, AND CONFOUNDED GREECE 
WITH ALL HER LEARNING. THIS GOSPEL WAS NOW RIDING THROUGHOUT THE 
WORLD IN TRIUMPH~ AND PAGAN TEMPLES OF THE EAST WERE FALLrNG, AN• 
THE MOSQUE OF THE MUSSLEMEN WAS CRUMBLING; AND THE ROSE OF SHARON 
SHOULD YET BLOOM IN THE DESERT AND BLOSSOM ON THE MOUNTAINS OF 
ETERNAL SNOW• HIS DESCRIPTION OF WHAT A FAITHFUL MINISTER OUGHT 
TO BE, EXCEEDED EVEN COWPER ON PAUL. HE MUST HAVE HAD AN EYE 
THAT NEVER WINKED, A JUDGMENT THAT NEVER ERRED, AND A WING THAT 
NEVER TIRED• HE WAS TO GO WHEREVER MISERY WAS TO BE FOUND, OR 
I 
MA~ RE-CLAIMED: HE WAS TO CONSIDER THIS EARTH AS HIS BIRTH -
RIGHT, THE WORLD AS HIS PARISH, AND THE UNIVERSE AS HIS DIOCE~E; 
HE WAS TO FREEZE UNDER THE POLE Of THE · NORTH AND BURN <l,fNDER THE 
. . /.:-:':::-;/; ·.~;r , . 
. ; - . t !_~E or THE ,~aunt; HE ,_WA _{ {_NO.T TO, ~H.RI NK . FR~~'-~~ ; :P:_~~14;~f~t}.!.Nfl:.-·,;/ ,: . 
EEL I TY NOR TREM.BLE AT THE _CHA IR OF IIAO tsTQCY, . FOR HE HAJ>° THE PROM 
/ :-
, -.. '-~;-
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. - ·1sE Of' THE StWlOUR: 11 AND, LO, f AM WITH YOU ALW~VS,. ~ r\;;,\/t,:'.··. · 
··-:-- ,;.". . -~ l . ....,. ·.· ~ .. . . -~_-·: ;·_~ ; . . !· ... ' •• • :~· (-•~~•., .... f~<:·y~, ~ ., . 
HE . PREACHED UNTIL HE WAS. EXHAUSTED, AND ,'iWAS .COMPELLE:li i-o ' c'iA'se·. ', 
THE WORDS .LAST UTTEREO_WERE RESPONDED BY _MANV, AND VIBRATED ON 
THE LISTENING MULTITUDE! "GLORY TO Goo IN THE HIGHEST.". NEVER. 
COULD HE HAVE BEEN MORE GRATIFIED THAN ON THAT DAY, Hl:)NDREDS ·x~ri,. 
• • • • ~ • '.. j •• ., '•~ \'; ·.-, : 
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE, AMONG WHOM WERE BEAUTY AND TALENTS, ALL 
GAZING IN MUTE ASTONISHMENT AT THIS STAR FROM THE WEST, ... THlS 
KENTUCKY ORATOR, THIS t~MERICAN CICER0. 11 
.. 
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Now I 'AM. ' fN THE BOUNDS 'or MV 'oLD HOCKH.OCKtNG C°f.~CUl'T,: ro' ; 
P . l97. 
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WHICH I WAS ~PPO I NTED IN. 1804, AND ALSO IN THE BOUNDS or Mus:.;. ., · 
KtNGUM Dis~~ICT, TO w~icH I WAS APPOINTED BY BISHOP ASBURY 
tN 1809. ,THE CIRCUIT EMB~ACES THE_ PRINCIPAL PART Of' THE TERRf -
-I • 
TORV LYING, AND BEING, INTHE COUNTIES Or FAJRF(ELD, PtC'KAWAY, · 
PART oF FRANKLIN, PART or Ross, KocKING, PERRY, MUSKINGUM, LrcK ~ 
ING AND KNOW. THROUGH THIS TERRITORY WE RANGED ONCE A MONTH, PREACH-
ING NEARLY EVE.RY DAY. OF COURSE, WE HAD BUT FEW REST DAYSTHE DIS~R-e 
TRICT EMBRACED THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES IN 0H.IO: GALLIA, MEIGS, 
ATHENS, WASHINGTON, MONROE,' BELMONT, JEFFERSON, HARRI SON, TUSCA-
RAWAS, _ COSHOCKTON, KNOW, LICKING, MUSKINGUM, GUERNSEY, MORGAN, 
PERRY, HOCKING, AND THE EAST HALF OF FAIRFIELD; AND CABE.L, 
KANAWH:A, MASON, AND WOOD COUNT l ES IN VIRGIN I A. 
THROUGH THIS DISTRICT I RANGED JQ~XJU[K)UOt REGULARLY OCE A 
QUARTER FOR THt TERM OF FOUR YEARS, AND ~RULY THEY WERE YEARS OF 
PRIVATION AND MUCH TO~L• OFTEN HAVE I BEEN ABSENT FROM MY FAM -
tLY FROM THREE TO SIX WEEKS AND ON MY RETURN FOUND THAT DISEASE, 
AND ONCE, THAT DEATH HAD BEEN THERE IN MY ABSENCE, BUT 'THE LORD OF 
HOSTS 'NAS \NITH US; THE GOD OF JACOB 1fvAS OUR HELP. 1 
(.~130VE WERE MERELY REMINISCENCES). 
P. 208. .. 
FOR MORE THAN FORTY YEARS I HAVE BEEN IN THE HABIT OF RE-
CEIVING MY APPOINTMENT AT CONFERENCE TO A CIRCUIT, DISTRICT~ OR 
STATION AND THEN HASTENING WITH PLEASURE TO MY FIELD OF LABOR, 
NEVER ASl<I NG FOR AN EASY PLACE, NOR REFUS I N.G TO GO TO A HARD ONE.. 
I ) 
. .. -· 
BtJT NOW, I HAV~ RECE:IVED AN AGENCY TO SOLICIT i>ONAtlbNS FOR THE 
. , . . l , 't : '. · ,,:: 1 • , • •. 1 ! t ·;: , ·. ) 4;1:.s.". · 
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NESS, BUT L SHALL TRY. SOME SAY: 11·_1You WILL oo WlELL, 
F"OR YOU HAVE: VANTAGE GROUND WHICH CAN BE OCCUPIED BY YOURSELF, ONLY 1 • 
IT IS TRUE, I AM ONE OF THOSE WHO FIRST BRO~GHT SALVATION'S JOYFUL 
SOUND TO THE LOG CABINS OF THE FATHERS KND GRANDFATHERS OF MANY 
WHO ARE NOW BLESSED BY THE GIVER OF ALL GOOD, AND WHO ARE ABOUND-
ING IN WEALTH" SURELY, TO THESE I SHALL NOT APPEAL IN VAIN. 
''THERE ARE ALREADY SEVERAL WELL QUALi FI ED AGENTS IN THE 
FIELD SOLICING AID FOR VARIOUS INSTITUTIONS• THERE IS SEHON: IT IS 
. .. 
WELL KNOWN WHAT HE CAN DO. I TRUST NONE WILL TUR~ HIM AWAY EMPTY, 
FOR HE IS ENGAGED IN THE BLESSED _8 _[BLE CAUSE. THtN THERE lS MALEY: 
THERE IS NO GETTING OFF FROM Hfi ' soLICITATl6N~-HE HANGS ON TO THE 
LAST • . THERE IS LIKEWISE GADDIS: NO ONE CAN GET OUT or HUMOR WITH 
HIM. THE CAUSE OF LEARNING IS GOOD AND I HOPE IT WILL BE LIBERAL-
LY SUSTAINED. Bur OUR PEOPLE SHOULD NEVER FORGET THE MEN WHO HAVE 
WORN THEMSELVES OUT IN THE WORKj NOR THE LONELY WIDOWS AND HELP-
LESS ORPHANS OF THOSE WH C HAVE DIED IN THE CAUSE. THOSE MEN COUNT-
ED NOT THEIR LIVES DEAR TO THEM, SO THAT THEY MlGHT FINISH THE MIN -
ISTRY WHICH THEY HAD RECEIVED FROM THE LORD, IN PROCLAIMING THE 
GOSPEL OF ~~~)()(i THE GRACE OF GOD. THEY WERE POOR THROUGH LIFE: 
THEY LAID NOT UP TREASURE ON EARTH, YET MADE THEY MANY RICH. AND 
ARE NOT SOME TO WHOM THIS APPE AL IS MADE, AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN 
BENEFITED IN A PECUNIARY POINT OF VIEW, THROUGH THE INSTRUMENTALITY 
OF THOSE MEN? 
I AM VISITING DIFfERNT PLACES AS RAPIDLY AS I CAN, AND 
INTEND TO PREACH AS OFTEN AS I AM AGLE AND TO MEET CLASS AS OFTEN AS 
t SHALL GET OPPORTUNITY; F.OR I SSHOULD TH INK .I WAS BACK - SL I DDEN ·· · 
FROM GOD IF I DID NOT LOV.E ' THE CLASS MEETlNG. 
.. {f.iH ·
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YEARS SPENT rN THE ITINERANT FfELD, MV DEFIClENCY IN Tfft DISCIP -
LINARY ALLOWANCE AMOUNTED TO ABOUT Twn THOUSAND s IX HUNDRED DOL-
LARS. Now, HOW EASY IT WOULD BE F'OR FOR SOME FIFTY OR A HUNDRED OF 
rHE CH I LDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN OF THOSE AMONG . WHOM ,. f HAVE LABORED 
TH'ESE MANY E'ARS, PREACH I NG THE GOSPEL OF THE KtNGDOM TO UNITE AND 
M'AKE UP AND HAND ME OVER THE SUM, .1.ND WHAT SHOULD I DO WITH IT? 
Buv A FARM? PuT IT OUT AT USURY AT TEN, TWELVE, FIFTEEN OR TWF.:N-
TY PER CENT.? No,No, I WOULD DROP THE INTEREST AND DEPOSIT THE 
PRINCIPAL IN THE FUNDS OF THE PREACHER'S RELIEF SOSIETY, THIS WOULD 
DOUBTLESS BE THE MEANS OF GLADDENING THE HEART OF SOME WAR - WORN VET-
ERAN OR DRYING THE TEAR OF SOME LONELY WIDOW· WHEN I SHALL BE SLEEP -
rNG IN THE GRAVE" TRUST NONE WLLL TURN ME OFF QUITE EMPTY. ONLY 
LEND THE. LORD A n :w DOLLARS AND HE WI LL PAV YOU GOOD I NTE~EST--YEA, 
A HUNDRED PER CENT," 
P 214. 
THE RELIGIONISTS OF THE DAY, HOWEVER DIVIDED AMONG THEM -
SELVES IN SOME THINGS, APPEARED TO THINK IT THEIR DUTY TO UNIT IN 
THEIR OPPOSITION TO THE METHODISTS, WHOM THEY REGARDED AS HERETICS 
AND A COMMON ENEMY, CALLING FOR THE UNITED STRENGTH OF ALL TO KEEP 
OUT, OR COUNTERACT THE RULNOUS N TENDENCY OF THEIR DOCTRINES, AS 
CALCULATE[ TO DEDEIVE AND RUIN, IF IT WERE POSSIBLE, THE VERY · ELECT. 
THEY OFTEN ATTACKED THEM IN PUBLIC AFTER PREACHING., AND ASSAILED THEM 
1N PRIVATE, AND SOMETIMES PUT THEM UP TO ALL THEY KNEW; BUT OFTEN 
FOUND THEM BETTER PREPARED TO DEFEND THEMSELVES, THAN THE.V, HAD AN-
. ' ~ ' / 
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